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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, MARCH 28, 1911

No. 120

PREDICTS END OF

KILLED RESISTING ROBBERS
Omaha, Neb., March 28. Herman
U. Cohn, a wealthy clothing merch
ant, was shot and killed within half
a block of his home in the beBt rest
dence section of the city late last
night by two thugs who attempted to
rob him when he returned home fol
lowing a theater party which he had
attended. The men stopped Cohn af
ter he left a street car two blocks
from his home and demanded his NEW YORK CITY AND COUNTY
OFFICIALS
PRESSING INmoney. He was in the act of resisting
their demands when the two thugs
VESTIGATION
shot and killed him, and escaped.

PROBE WILL

GO

$14,000

a year and he has no import

ant duties to perform. Kis office should
be abolished, as well as that of the

STEEL TRUST IS

i

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In Tha Optlo, It's ,80

CITY EDITION
RAILROAD 8TEEL ORDERS
New York, March 28. Domestic

REBELS ABANDON

ral'roads placed numerous small ord
civilian engineer. The judicial system
ers for equipment and supplies last
also should be reorganized. Now thert.
week, but the car shops and locomo
TO
are three judges for about 40,000 per
tive works were small beneficiaries
sons. One judge is enough. There are
ihe principal car order was 1,570
other matters affecting the Isthmus
for the Atlantic Coast Line.
The
which should be remedied by legisla
Louisville & Nashville also ordered
500 cars.
tion. I expect congress at the extra
The Pere Marquette ord
session to pass a bill reorganizing tha
ered 50 locomotives and the Nickel
GIANT
FRANCISCO MADERO, SR., MAKES
MERGER
OF ORE AND Plate 15 engines. Rail contracts ag- THIS FOLLOWS ISSANCE OF DE- canal governmental system."
COMPANIES
SHIPPING
ANNOUNCEMENT ON PEACHgregated more than 25,000 tons, in
CREE BY FRANCISCO
cluding heavy and light sections, and
ING SAN ANTONIO
PROPOSED
ITALY'S PROBABLE NEW CABINET
I. MADERO
some small export orders.
Rome, March 28. No official an
nouncement has
been made as to
BACKED BY MINNESOTANS
NEGOTIATIONS UNDER WAY BALLOON LANDED IN A RIVER STRINGENT LAWS DEMANDED the new cabinet, yet
WAR ZONES ARE ORGANIZED
but it is considered
BOY ROBBED A POSTOFFICE
will
be
it
that
constituted
probable
Cassel, Germany, March 28. Four
Buffalo, N. Y., March 28. A boy in
WHICH about as follows
DULUTH
MEN.
THESE HAVE GONH FAR ENOUCH passengers in the spherical balloon STATUTES PROPOSED
AMONG
THEM, knickerbockers went into the
postof THESE COMPRISE SEVEN GROUPS
WILL PREVENT REPETITION
Premier and minister of the Inte
flce at Lake View, near here, last
THOMAS F- - COLE, THE
TO MAKE SURE CF SUCCESS
Altenburg had a ierrible experience
OF STATES WHICH CONSTIrior, Giovanni GiolittI; minister of
OF SUCH DISASTERS
while attempting a fl'ght to the North
MOVING SPIRITS
night and using an ax handle, felled
FUL CONCLUSION
TUTE SEPARATE CORPS
Sea today.' A hurricane drove the
agriculture, Signor BissolatI, leader of
Helen and Ella Meyn, sisters of Wil
:
the socialist parliamentary
group
liam Meyn, the postmaster and robbed
balloon, which ascended at Altenburg,
BODIES ARE UNIDENTIFIED 'Public works,
DIAZ Td STAY ON THE JOB in the ,duehy of
Signor Sacchl; public AWAIT COURT'S DECISION them of 500. He then escaped. Tho RECOGNITION IS NOW SOUGHT
into 29
instruction, Signor Credaro; finance,
the Fulda river, which is over Its
women were unconscious for some
FOR THE TIME BE: NG AT LEAST bank on account of the floods, and THESE ARE SO BADLY MUTI Signor Faota; marine, Admiral Catto- RULING IN STANDARD OIL AND time and are now in a dangerous con- STEPS TAKEN BY PROVISIONAL
lica: war, General Splngardi; foreign
the balloonists were rescued with difdition. They made a statement namLATED THEY MAY NEVER
TOBACCO CASES WILL FINAL
H
WILL CONTINUE AS
PRTSIDENT TO ENLIST SUPA dl San Giulanlo: v
affairs,
Marquis
ficulty. One of them was severely In
ing a
boy as their assailBE CLAIMED
LY DECIDE
PRESIDENT
PORT OF POWERS
justice, Signor Finocchiaro; treasury,
ant. The youth could not be found
jured. The balloon traveled 150 miles
and tele
in three hours.
Signor
Abignenete;
posts
the
by
police.
New York, March 28. The city and
Duluth, Minn., March 28. A stir
El Pasp, Tex., March 28. Guerilla
graphs, Signor Daccelli.
officials
the.'.'
continued
county
was
in
today
created
late yesterday
finan
warfare has been formally abandoned
f San Antonio, Tex., March 28.
Five of the ministers mentioned
pressing Investigation into Saturday's v. ere in the Luzzati cabinet.
cial and business circles in Duluth
r- Francisco
I. Madero, Sr., father
by the Mexican insurrectos, accordtire horror, in which 142 persons lost
SHEEHAN FAILS TO
when it was rumored that a giant DIAZ APPOINTS
:
of the insurrecto leader, declar- ing to a decree issued by Francisco
their lives. While this is going on,
merger of steel, iron ore and shipping
ed this afternoon that peace in
I. Madero and made public today
the mournful task of Identifying and
companies will be perfected to com
f Mexico is assured, probably with- The decree organizes the entire rethe dead continues. Twenty- - BOSTON WOOL
burying
II
NEW AMBASSADOR public into seven
pete with the United States Steel
f In ten days.
groups of states,
nine bodies still remain unidentified.
corporation, with Duluth men and
f The diplomatic exchanges haveeach group to be known as a war
These
are
so
mutilated
badly
they
Seno.others at the head.
proceeded sufficiently,
zone, the insurrectos of each, group
never will be claimed.
MARKET IS DULL It is said former heads of the steel SENOR MANUEL INCLAN SUC to
f Madero added, to make it safe to SECOND SENATORIAL CAUCUS AT probably
constitute & military corps. MaThe
a
to
in
is
fire
result
expected
ALBANY SPELLS DEFEAT FOR
corporation, including Thomas F,
f state the office of
LA BARRA WHO
CEEDS.OE
dero
becomes "supreme head of the
flood of bills in the state legislature,
at present occupied by Senor
Cole, formerly president of the Oliver
TAMMANY MAN
RESIGNED POST
Insurgent
army." Army ranks and
to
a
ot
desigued
prevent
DEPRESSION
repetition
WITH Iron Mining company, would merge
PREVAILS
f Ramon Corral, whom he termed
promises of a pension law are also
Wainsuch
disasters.
State
Senator
4- as
BUYERS IN COMMAND OF
the Interests and fight the older cor
obnoxious, will be abolisjeo.
Mexico City, March 28. Coincident announced. One of the objects is to
Albany, N. Y March 28. The sec wright, chairman of the Employers'
for the time being: at least. 1 h
poration as soon as the supreme court with the official announcement of
SITUATION
THE
ond democratic
caucis
legislative
the get foreign nations to recognize the
and
Liability
Assemblyassociation,
prediction of the resignation of
renders its decision in the American Diaz
to
a
failed
candidate
select
last
cabinet
late last evening came belligerency of the Insurrectos.
man C. W. Phillips, chairman of th
f- Corral leave the functions of r.he f for United night
March 28.
Boston Tobacco and Standard Oil cases. Ac that of the appointment of Manuel da
The
was committee to investigate the causes
Dispatches today from Chihuahua
States
and
Boston,
senator
4- office of
to tha 4
to report, the A. Tomlinson
cording
wool
say that General Rabago, with '
de
market
continues
and
City
dull
reconvene
to
called
Zacamacona
Inclan as ambassador to
again tonight. of industrial accidents announce they
new foreign minister. Senor De
line
will
ore
of
be
the
hundred troops, has reached
eleven
freighters
e
with
of
Twenty-fivcandidates were voted for. both are going fully into the question pressed
buyers in command
United States, succeeding Francisco
lake transportation end octhe busif La Barra, Senor Madero said,
which is now well fortified,
the
the
Some
situation.
sales
city,
F- - Sheehan leading with
large
William
fairly
de la Barra- At the same time the
'
and probably will make recommends
f President Diaz will save his f vote of 28 less than
e
hundred
are reported in territory stock, bu: ness.
- being defended hy thirty-fivof
subas
of
to
tions
the
Macedo,
resignation
Miguel
legislature.
Assemblymen
4- face by remaining In office four
were begun some time
Negotiations
in
3
a
detachment
fleeces
Is
are
federals.
demand
and
It
ther
light
reported
Those
those
ot
receiving
and
part.
the department of the in
Brooks
secretary
Phillips are collaborating
ago, according to the report with
f or six months, then he will re-- f the nexttaking
terior became known. In. the cabinet soon will be started north to find and
highest votes were: Augus on a bill forcing a rigid precautionary is no business in washed clothing or owners
.4- of
Iron
sign, pleading the weariness of 4 tus Van
extensive
'ore proper aa announced, the office of secretary engage Madero.
staple fleeces. Fine staple fleece ter
Wyck, 7; Isador Straus, 5; requirement in all factory building
4- - his
many years. It will then fall
ritory Js quotvist ,5S to 60 cents, ties near the head of Lake Superior. of the "Interior was left vacant and
John J. Fitzgerald, 6, and Daniel F.
Refugees who have been able to
de- - 4
4- to Do La Barra to become
scoured and fine medium from 48 to
4. Governor Dix received one
reach
the border report that thou
Cohlan,
to
aB
its
incumbent
still
speculation
4- facto president and call ten elec- 4
50 cents. Scarcely any business in
In northern
vote.
ON
TELEGRAPHERS
favored Teodoro De Hesa, governor sands of
4- - tlon.
The administration pirty. 4
Texas or California wool. New Ari SOCIALISTS CARRY
of the 116 democratic memout of the
Mexico
to
are
get
Ninety
striving
of
Vera
Cruz, and candidate for
4- It 1b said, will chose Senor Lini- 4
zona is coming in slowly and is held
bers of the legislature answered the
country. Many of the women and
at
4- antour minister of finance, as it's
the
election.
last
locally at 10 and 20 cents. There is
roll call.
THE C. TO STRIKE no
4- candidate for
Cosio retains the portfolio
president.
WICHITA PRIMARY of Generlal
who
have
bidding here for., wool on the
members
Several
figured
(Continued on Pasre Five)
4- the
of war. The cabi4
department
as strong advocates of Mr. Sheehan's
sheep's back. Pulled wool is also dull,
net
at
as
constituted
is:
present
candidacy advocated, In declaring SIXTEEN HUNDRED MEN WILL but the foreign product brings some
Foreign relations Francisco Leon
THEIR CANDIDATES FOR MAYOR
inquiry.
their votes, that his election had
de La Barra,
DROKER WHO STOLE
QUIT APRIL 1, UNLESS
LIEUT. TED HAYWARD
that
and
to
a
be
ceased
AND COMMISSIONERS ARt
possibility
Interior
Pending.
WAGES
ARE
RAISED
ARMY EXPELS A SLAYER
the reconvening of the caucus reNOMINATED
Justice Demetrlo Sodi.
CAUGHT
Rome, March 28. Lieutenant Ba
GOING TOSAN DIEGO leased them from whatever pledged
Publio instruction Jorge Vera Es- New Orleans, La-- March 28. A ron Vincenzo Paterno, who murdered
that might have been incurred by at28.
Com
tanoL
Wichita, Kans., March
tendance upon the first caucus.
general strike of the telegraphers on Princess Giulia Trigona dl Sanf Ella,
Fomento Manuel Marroquin y Ri FUGITIVE
returns
from
ARRESTED IN PITTS
plete
yesterday's
pri
In
LAS VEGAS BOY ONE OF THOSE
This was the general
to
impression the Illinois Central railroad will be lady
Queen Helena, has
waiting
vera.
BURG AND AGREES TO REbeen expelled from the Italian army. mary election confirm the surprising
among the Sheehan advocates, who called
SELECTED TO ATTEND
1 if the demands of the
Communication
April
and
works
public
of
rethe
the
socialists.
the
showing
Blasee,
TURN TO MONTREAL
expressed the opinion that
MANEUVERS
men for a 20 per cent increase in
socialist candidate for mayor, led the Norbelo Domlnguez.
convening of the caucus tonight wouU
a
not
to
is
granted, according
Finance Jose Yves LImantour.
MILITARY INSTRUCTOR
mark the beginning of the end of the wages
mayoralty vote with 3,683 votes, and
Ted Hayward,
Pittsburg, Pa., March 28. Charles
local representative of the telegraphFirst Lieutenant
War and marine General Manuel
he and the Graham "dry" "candidate.
deadlock.
S. Sheldon, alias
ers. It Is asserted the recent strike
Charles D. Wash
First Regiment of Infantry, New Mexwith 3,052 votes, will have their Gonzales Cosio.
vote resulted in 95 per cent of the
SOLDIER names on the ticket at the regular
burn of Montreal, Canada, who is
ico National Guard, assigned to ComKILLEDJY
1,600 men voting In favor of a walkelection. Four of the eight candidates
wanted there on charges of embezzlepany H In this city, la one of those EXCITING MUNICIPAL
out. It is claimed by the telegraphers
nominated are REBELS SUFFER A
- for commissioners
VON
ASment
COLONEL
SCHLICHTING
said to involve nearly $2,000,-00to
attend
the regular army
designated
that the road has discharged more
socialists.
SASSINATED
CONfe-was
AT
arrested here today.
as
a
300
maneuvers at San Diego, Calif.,
,
operators in the last
PRIMARY
TOPEKA than
cause.
without
weeks
STINGING
NaDEFEAT
STANTINOPLE
Mexico
Sheldon, who was also known here
representative of the New
A GOELET'S CAR KILLED A GIRL
C. W. Ross, admitted
as
he was a
tional Guard.
A.
T
AND
B1LLARD
MAYOR
Middletown, N. Y., March 28. Rob
28. Colonel
March
Constantinople,
The honor is all the more marked
informaAn
COLORADO DEADLOCK HOLDS
SEVENTY KILLED AND OVER 100 fugitive from Canada.
M'NEAL RECEIVE MAYORALTY
Von Schllchting, one of the German ert Goelet of the millionaire Goelet
tion
him
embezzlement
when It is known that but three offiwith
charges
WOUNDED IN BATTLE NEAR
Denver, March 28. The senatorial
NOMINATIONS
instructors of the Turkish family, driving through Chester in his
cers from the territorial guard will
and receiving money by false predeadlock in the state legislature con- military
car
motor
a
with
HERMOSILLO
chauffeur,
yesterday
was shot dead on the parade
tenses in the sum of $500,000.
get to make the trip. The others are
tinues with no prospect of Its being army,
ran
down Marie Potter, 3 years old,
Topeka, Kan., March 28. Primary broken. Today's ballot was unchanged ground today by an Albanian soldier. who
Major S. A. Mllliken, of the Medical
Sheldon, according to the police
stepped in front of ttie machine.
Cananea, Mex., March 28. 'Official disappeared from Montreal last Octoof
offi
was
an
act
It
W.
F.
the
and
vengeance,
Captain
elections under the commission form from yesterday.
Corps, Silver City,
government reports tell of the over ber. His stock operations are said to
cer having reprimanded the man for She died shortly afterward.
Thompson, regimental quartermaster of government were held in all the
whelming defeat of the rebels near have excited the suspicion of the
immewas
slackness.
The assassin
of the First Infantry of Roswell.
cities of Kansas and in many
Ures, a few miles from Hermsillo, authorities. Sheldon maintained he
In
chains.
The three officers will leave for San larger
diately placed
of the smaller towns yesterday and CONGRESSMEN BACK
CONSPIRACY CASE
yesterday. The rebels are said to was doing a legitimate business and
Diego in a few days. They are to renominations for mayor and commishave lost seventy killed and more offered to submit his books to the
port between April 3 and 5. While
CHEER REFORMED CAMORRIST
were
than a hundred were wounded. The crown attorney for complete investiFROM PANAMA TRIP Viterbo, March 28. Abbatemaggio,
at the maneuvers they will receive sioner to be voted on in April
CALLEDJT SEATTLE federal loss is given as sixteen dead, gation. On October 13 he suddenly
the same pay as regular army officers made.
the Camorrist informer who, on the
Under the plan in operation in most
and twenty wounded. The official
of their rank.
witness stand, exposed the workings
disappeared, before the officials had
the primary race was a
REORGANIZE CANAL COMMISSION
dispatches gay two hundred rebels an opportunity to Investigate.
GOVERNMENT
TO
CANCEL
SEEKS
Lieutenant Hayward was recom- places
received
of
has
terrorists
the
Friday,
the
two
men
and
receiving
are now surrounded at Hacienda San
SAYS REPRESENTATIVE
mended to Adjutant General A. S.
numerous letters urging him to conENTRIES TO ALASKAN
votes for the respective posiRafael.
.
Brookes for selection by Colonel M highest
BORLAND
tinue his , revelations in the interest
COAL LANDS
tions became the nominees for tha
GUTHRIE NEWSPAPER SUSPENDS
M. Padgett, Upwards of fifty officers
of his country. Some of the writers
election.
28. AnApril
Guthrie,
Okla,, March
General
Berthold
Executed
were candidates for the trip.
Wshington, March 28. Representa beg him not to fear vengeance of the
The hottest contests were waged in
Seattle, Wash., March 28 The trial
28. A fugi- nouncement is made today that the
March,
Mex.,
Mexican,
will
as'
world
all
supthe
Wichita and Topeka. In this city J. tive Borland of Missouri, returned to Camorra,
States tive rebel at Alamo on the twenty-secon- Dally Capital, a morning newspaper
of the case of the United
and defend him.
MAGAZINES TO GO BY FREIGHT B. Billard, the present, mayor, and Washington today from the Isthmus port
W.
Archie
reached Mexlcali today, with which has been published here since
Charles
Munday,
against
of Panama, where he and Mrs. BorWashington, March 28. Magazines T. A. McNeal, editor of the Mall and
indict- the startling information
that Gen- 1889, suspended publication with the
W.
and
Shiels
E.
Siegley,
Earl
a
land
accompanied
congressional
and other bulky periodicals, after Breeze, were nominated as the operal
American
socialist issue of this morning. Frank II.
the
Berthold,
ed with Algernon H. Stracey, for
party.' The members of the party STEAMER SINKS AT
July 1, next, will be transported by posing mayoralty candidates.
was
insurrecto
in Greer, the publisher, has sold the
wounded
who
leader,
on
the Isthmus.
alleged conspiracy to defraud the gov- that battle and taken
Mayor Billard Is an avowed' dis- spent six days
the postofflce department in carload
was
subscription list contracts and goodprisoner,
Is
no
"There
doubt
canal
the
that
of
acres
coal
ernment out of 6,087
lots as fast freight. Postmaster Gen- believer In prohibition and McNeal
Ense-nadwill of the paper to Leslie G. NIblack,
DROWNED
executed
a1
three
later
days
iSEAj (.138;
will have been completed by. 1915,"
lands in Alaska, valued at more than
eral Hitchcock Is developing as rapid- is just as ardently Its supporter.
Seven rebels In all were cap- publisher of the Dally Leader. The
men
Mr.
"About
Borland.
said
.36,000
$100,000,000, by employing dummy
ly as possible plans which he decidtured and executed.
suspension ot the Capital leaves
entrymen, was ' begun in the United
ed upon last December to utilize fast IRRIGATION EXPERT IN MEXICO are at work, within 2,000 of the CARGO OF LONG OVERDUE V E
Guthrie without a morning or a remen
of
employed
largest number,
States district court here today.
freight in the transportation of magASHORE IN '
El Paso, Texa., March 28. Franz since the canal construction started
publican newspaper.
FLYNN
EdKNOCKS
of
OUT
Sir
a
is
MANDINO
Inwho
brother
Stracey,
azines when practicable, and in
A AUSTRALIA
commissioner Of waterways ,The Gatum dam is 60 per cent com
ward Stracey, is a fugitive in VanMuskogee, Okla., March 28. Jim
stances where a saving to the gov- Zuedefeld,
for the Royal Prussian department of pleted and the enormous locks are
couver. The claims located by the Flynn of Pueblo last night knocked BELLIGERENT EDITORS CALMED
ernment n transportation
charges
works and German consul gen- more than 50 per cent completed- public
28.
March
Indicted are the richest in cut Al Mandino
Brisbane,
New Orleans, March 28. With partAustralia,
of
,
persons
Chattanooga,
may, be effected.
"The conditions on the Isthmus The cargo from the long overdue in- Alaska and are known as the. Eng- Tenn., in the fourth round of a sched- ing shots through the medium of their
eral, is here from Berlin. r. He Is making a tour of Mexico tor the purpose would be improved by a reorganiza terstate steamer Tongala, bound from lish group. The government announ- uled
fight Mandino was respective papers, the Bee and the
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE OPENS of reporting on the German consu- tion of the canal commission. It now Townsvllle to Macky, with 68 pas- ces that regardless of the result of floored four times in
e
the fourta Wasp, editors Baroncelll and
'
1911
lates and making a special Investiga- consists Of three army engineers,' one sengers and a crew of 70, wa3 wash- the trial, the filings on this group and round. The
San Francisco, March 28. The
bitwas
one
of
fight
abandoned
tie
have
apparently
.
'governo.-generalseason of the Pacific coast baseball tion of the irrigation works of the civilian engineer
; a
ed ashore today, it is feared the ves- all other groups whose locators have terest and most vicious ever
staged the idea of a duel and the district at"'
Mexican republic.
.Th latter .'Official receives sel is lost.
league opened today.
been indicted,' will be cancelled.
in this part of the state.
,
torney is once more reefing easy.
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knows considerably more about news
series of attempts to brand one can
papers and news than the editors
didate or the other with undesirable
themselves.
support The most illuminating fact
But he has learned a lesson a lea- was the way Roger Sullivan's backson
that will place a padlock on his
the
fact
that
ord
in
view
of
the
ing,
promiscuous talking In the future.
inance fixing the legal rate for gas
He read in this railroad column of
The
is
has expired,
the action of the Santa Fe in estabdanger to a candidate being caught
lishing the new office of transporta
with corporation support on his pertion inspector men who go over the
son made a novel predicament" when
system and watch the handling of
Carter Harrison's campaign manager
FE freight. As soon as he read this art
DEPOT BUS BUSINESS IN CHICAGO publicly
stated that Sullivan, gas JUDGE MTIE AT SANTA
icle he reached down In his little desk
RENDERS VERDICT IN FAVOR
WORTH MILLIONS TO ITS
magnate, had thrown his support and
and grabbed his hammer a beautiful
ImE.
Merriam.
to
PLAINTIFF
OF
Charles
Influence
OWNERS
gilded thing, even though it is chipmediately Sullivan categorically deand
in many places.
Merrlam
nied the statements and the
Santa Fe, N. M., March 28. A ver pedWhat cracked
Chicago, March 28. Even the
a lie!" he exclaimed when
faction made prompt and successful dict for $146.05 in favor of the plainbus in Chicago la worth millions efforts to "clear" their candidate of
he read the newspaper story. "The
to its owners aa was shown when Sullivan's affiliations. But the re- tiff, was. awarded yesterady afternoon Santa Fe has done this for years
court here by Judii'e that is nothing new. Besides half
9500,000 was hid for the privilege of sult was that Sullivan's denial was in the district
McFle
in the suit of R. E the statements in that article wj
asR.
John
Harrison
and
the
and their openly doubted,
transferring passengers
the Western Union absolutely wrong- But it Is what you
Johnson
because
against
credence
added
sertion
given
baggage from one depot to another.
The plaintiff have to expect when you read a
company.
is
such
Telegraph
This bid was made by an enterprising of the denial from Sullivan,
the
never
tell
$500. It Is understood the newspaper
for
sued
they
in
felt
trust
campaign
the
implicit
rival to the company whldh for many
will
the
is
It
out
until
Stretch
stuff
truth.
company
appeal
men."
telegraph
of statements from "corporation
rears has taken the
case to the supreme court.
and never stop to get
wrong
a
entirely
Business
Monopoly?
Commission
the millions of travelers and in return
fu.f'll details. This one writeup is enough
Does a telegraph company
The grip of the produce commis
given them the historic ride across
a
tele to disgust the average railroad man
It
contract
delivers
when
Its
the
pro
in
house
sion
upon
Chicago
the city In lumbering buses. The
as addressed by the sender, or who knows better."
gram
the
ended
change
been
has
ducer
by
of
first street car was the outgrowth
But a sad reception awaits this
agent have to transmit It to
the business of this transfer company of system to outright buying, accord does the
some new address, if such address is young man when his department head
that
shows
renort
which
to
a
ine
and its franchise has earned many
and other officials know his Identity
at the office?
millions of dollars. The new company only 25 per cent of the produce raised left
in
were
other
and
This
Here Is the reason:
now
questions
is
States
United
in
shipped
the
has proposed to pay the railroads 10
In the suit brought against
volved
The article concerning the trans
the
of
bulk
The
"on
consignment."
trans
of
amount
cent
of
the total
per
Johnson
R.
E.
Union
Western
the
found
to
by
be
the
is
inspectorship on the Santa
portation
fer tickets sold, which would average consignments
to deliver him Fe was given out word for word by
failure
Its
for
car
in
not
sent
stuff
alleged
perishable
very
road
$20,000 a year income to each
message In April, 1908, declarln? J. R. Koontz, general freight agent
such as strawberries.
' The old
lots,
company not only received load
of the Santa Fe. The leading freight
to
such failure cost him an $800
that
the
another
is
still
"There
angle
all of the proceeds of the transfer
men of the entire system met in Galfew
year government job.
tickets but a premium besides on the commission business that very
interest
unusual
veston and made the decision and it
excited
suit
The
Bald
the
familiar
are
with,"
theory, which was true fifty years people
Is tho because of the Importance the public was chronlciled officially from the
"and
that
one
of
head
house,
a
was
worth
It
good price
ago, that
commission generally attaches to the delivery
' to
general offices of the road at Topeka.
every railroad to have transfer rate of profit the average
difficulties Not a line of the story came from
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the
think
many
don't
on
man
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figures
of
doors
at
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the
the stations,
find In de one but the official head of the freight
The general passenger agents of the you will find anywhere in South Wa the telexraDh companies
all
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at
size
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livering
house
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a
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department of the road.
any
new
western roads have the
propost
But our hero Willie Wise, whs
The telegram In question was sent
that attempts to make more than
tion under consideration.
to Johnson and marked Claire hote knows how to run newspapers, and
to 10 per cent. Last monh I did
Jail Kept Him From Holding Job
gross business of $260,000. My daily Santa Fe. It is said that it reposed other things, falls totally in the runThe police are alleged by a Chica expense ranged for the month between peacefully on the desk of the clc-ning of his speech.
go man to have arrested him so many $100 and $200 and yet with all this of the Claire hotel for a week. JonnMoral: When you howl at the
times without cause that he couldn't expense and the big business I did son swore that he left an address for music be sure and look at the name
hold a Job. He made a sworn state my net nrofit was on'y a fraction the message to be Bent Instead of on the piano.
ment to the Central Howard associa- over 7 per cent. I give you this slm the Claire, to a house on Johnson
tion, an organization which looks af ply as an illustration of the fact that street In this city.
INTENT TO DEFRAUD ALLEGED
ter the welfare of men when they the commission business as far as the
was Mrs
But equally emphatic
Concord, N. H., March 28. The
are released from prison and jails, rate of profit is concerned is Just Plunkett, wife of the present Western
and accompanied Superintendent F. about the same as any other, the Union telegraph operator who 's out cases of the United States against
Emery Lyon of the association to po only difference being that we probab of town, that no such address wa3 the Oxford Gold Mining company and
Chief
lice headquarters- on any record book or slips in the the Portland Fertilizer company were
Acting
ly make our rate of profit on
called for trial in the federal court
Schuettler issued orders against the
Union's office here.
Western
the
than
of
business
larger volume
"has
he
which
Colonel E. W. Dobson of Albuquet here today. The companies are charg
says
arrest, of Schultz,
average. In tnis way 7 per ceni 10
become almost a habit" with some us Is probably as good as 20 per cent due represented the Western TJi.lon ed with using the United States mails
officers. This man's story to Super- to the average business"
comnanv and Colonel George W. with Intent to defraud.
intendent Lyon was remarkable. "AfPrlchard the plaintiff.
ter 1 completed my term I cut out the
Colonel Dobson In his argument, ad'
old gang. I got, a Job and married.
mitted
the duty a telegraph company SOLONS ARRIVING IN
DAKOTA
JUDGE
I've got a good little woman who NORTH
has In delivering messages, but said
knows all about my old trouble and
that in this case the Western Union
NATIONAL CAPITAL
who has cheered me up time after
IS PLACED ON TRIAL had fulfilled Its obligation by sending
time when the cops would coma
the message to Johnson at the Claire
around and grab me off again. I
hotel, whither it had been addressed
CONGRESS
CON
HAVE - BEEN
CHARGES
stood for it four or five times, until EIGHT
by the sender, a government offlcla1
IN SPECIAL SESSION
VENES
F.
JOHN
AGAINST
BROUGHT
He contended that if the message
finally it got to be a hard matter for
WEEK FROM TODAY
me to get a job. Then for a whole
COWAN OF BISMARCK
had been simply addressed R.
year they let me alone and I saved
Johnson, Santa Fe, it would have de
about a hundred dollars. I was hold
Washington, March 28 Though the
Bismarck, N. D., March 28. The volved on the company to hunt John
everything first Impeachment trial that has taken son up and give him the message.
ing my job down and
congress does not con
seemed to be changed at last when place In this section of the country
Colonel Prlchard contended that the vene until a week from
today a largo
the wife was taken sick. Doctor's In many years convened here today telegram had not been delivered to
of both
number
of
members
the
bills took some of the savings. I to try Judge John F. Cowan, of the the man to whom it was addresseJ
went down to the bank and drew out second judicial district of North Da and that the company should he held branches have already arrived in the
my last dollar. As I stepped out in kota. Articles
of
Impeachment responsible, otherwise what safety capital- - The extra session will be tho
the street a detective stopped me. against Judge Cowan were filed with has the public in transmitting me? beginning of an altogether new conThey threw me in a cell and kept me the legislature several weeks ago and ages by telegraph, such messages gress, of whose members 141 will
there three days and then released that body immediately took steps to generally being of great Importance,
take their places for the first time
me. I complained to Chief Steward bring about a trial of the case. Eight
and many of whom have never visitand he issued an order that I was charges have been brought agalns
ed Washington before for any length
to be left alone. But two days after the defendant. The first Is that RAILROAD MEN ARE
of time. Consequently they put In
that they took me in again." More of habitual drunkenness. The other
an appearance early, for it is necesanl charges relate to alleged acts In vio
'arrests, less vice, fewer hold-up- s
sary to engage accommodations and
NOT ALWAYS RIGH attend to Innumerable other details
less gambling has been the met re- lation of the laws of the state, the
sult of the administration of Chief alleged use of indecent language In
that come easy to the veteran memof Police Steward, as he sees it. His public and various other offenses in
bers but frequently are a cause of
SOME OF THEM, BUT NOT ALL, much
annual report condemns the carrying jurious to public morals.
annoyance and no little emREGARD NEWSPAPERS AS
of concealed
weapons, a practice
barrassment to the newcomer. ,The
which he says Is responsible for the
ENEMIES
majority of the new members, exMANIAC CAGED FOR 30 YEARS
majority of the homicides. "I recall
some who possess j ample
cepting
Chicago. March 28. One of the
but few instances in which the homi
means and a disposition to spend,
tho
endorses
The
Optic
heartily
cides were deliberate," his report de- most remarkable cases of Its kind following story emanating from the put up at one of the big hotels for
clares. "In nearly all cases it was that has come to the attention of the
Topeka State Journal, relative to the a few days after their arrival and
the result of sudden passion and Lake county authorities in years was giving out of news by railroad mer- then look about for suitable accomwould not have occurred if the slay brought to light today when George it can he
applied to local conditions modations Ib the "hash belt," a term
er had not been armed." Shooting was Odett was tried for his sanity at his practically without change. For some familiarly applied to a large section
the cause of 110 of the murders dur- home near the town of Gurnee. It reason or other, the department heads within easy access of the capitol coning the year, those committed in oth- developed that Odett, a man of middle connected with the Santa Fe here taining row after row of boarding
er ways numbering 92. Regarding age, had been violently Insane for have it in for The Optic, except when and rooming houses.'
the regulation of vice, Chief Seward thirty years and during nearly the one of them happens to get a promodecided improvement. "The whole of that period had been kept tion, and wants this
sees
paper to say
moral tone of the city generally shows confined in an iron barred cage In his
nice about him. Briefly, the
something
the effect of these regulations," he home. The recent death of his moth- condition here so far as getting news
said. "During the year a very large er, who had taken care of him, caus- from the Santa Fe is concerned Is as
WITH
number of resorts have been closed ed his relatives to make application follows: When The
wants to
Optic
1
in various portions of the city, and for his admission to a public
know Bomething which is legitimate
the enforcement of the regulations
as a news item, it Is refused the Inhas brought about quite an exodus of
formation, usually In a sneering manthis class from the city. In general,
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
ner. On the other hand, when the
the regulation of vice has been at- by local applications, as they cannot Santa Fe or Its employes want someear.
of the
tempted and decided progress has reach the diseased portion
to cure deaf- thing, it is accommodated by this
been made." The report of the vice There is only oneis way constitutional paper. It Is a case of
returning good
by
and that
commission proved to be so startling ness,
remedies. Deafness is caused by an for evil on The Optic's part.
wero Inflamed condition of the mucous linthat reports of
The article In the Topeka State
When
ordered burned to prevent their facts' ing of the Eustachian Tube.
is especially pertinent in this
Journal
ruma
have
this tube is Inflamed you
being used by blackmailers.
connection.
It reads:
and
bling sound or imperfect hearing,
Some people have so many uncall
Political Parties Split Over Mayor
when It is entirely, closed. Deafness
the Inflam- ed for prejudices against newspaper
The mayoralty contest has split Is the result, and unless
mation can be taken out and this tube
both republicans and democrats of restored to its normal condition, hear- reading matter and newspaper ethics
Chicago into factions, headquarters ing will be destroyed, forever; nine that they shut their eyes and howl
being opened by the "itierriam demo- cases out of ten are caused by Ca- even though they are barking up the
but an Inflam- wrong tree. Railway men are no excrats" and the "Harrison republicans" tarrh, which is nothing
surfaces. ception.
mucous
of
the
condition
ed
x
although Merrlam is the republican
We will give One Hundred Dollars
A little Incident occurred the "'other
and Harrison the democratic candi- for any case of Deafness (caused by
date. The enthusiasm at the quart- catarrh) that cannot be cured by day that will prove this. In one of
ers of the Harrison republican club Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send Tor circul the general offices of the Santa Fe a
"
young fellow, a Y. M. C. A. man, too,
required "artificial stimulant and the ars free.CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
F.
J.
is at the head of one of the depart"Merrlam democrats" looked uneasy,
.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
ments of his office. He Is one of
new
and
in
as though
regions
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
those wise fellows the kind that
The campaign has been n pation.
strange-
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PRIVILEGE

The Looms of the World Con
tributed Their Best to This
Display of Dress Fabrics

jfm

.

-

of the New Dress Goods, Silks and
Wash Goods for Spring

An Unrivaled Exhibition

half-dolla-

SIXTY-SECON-

Sixty-secon-

I

-

$

-

t
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There is hardly a civilized country in the world that is not represented in this magnificent assemblage of the new Dress Fabrics for Spring.
America, France, England, Germany, China, Japan, etc., have sent us the very best
products of their looms.
in
Every year brings forth a crop of new weaves, new designs and new color tones
the
are
season
this
for
shades
and
weaves
fabrics
wash
and
new
and
dress
the
silks,
goods
most exquisite ever brought out.
Some have been rejected by Dame Fashion, many she has approved. Of the later you
will find here the greatest assortments ever seen in Las, Vegas.
In addition to the many noveltiebrought out for the first time this season our stock of
staple and always popular dress fabrics is second to none.
We have been very careful in assembling this stock to make sure that the quality of
every fabric came up to the high standard demanded by our patrons.
And, as a final thought, remember that quality for quality our prices are the lowest
in the city.
Anyway, come and see this display whether you intend to purchase or not.
.

The New Spring Styles in

Ready-to-We-

Garments

ar

Are in a most comprehensive display at this store
Every garment is Fashion's Last
word in regard to style.
Come you will find it a most fascinating showing.
v
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PREVENT MINE MERGER
Grand Rapids, Mich.,- March 28. In
the United States district court today
Judge Swann listened to arguments on
the application of Godfrey M. Hyama
of New York for an injuctlon against
the Calumet and Hecla Mining company to prevent Its merger with the
Osceola company. The petitioner asks
that the proposed consolidation be
decreed void, as an attempt to form
an unlawful trust, or monopoly, and
combination of capital in restraint of
trade. Mr. Hyams, who has been prominently identified with the management of the Osceola properties, declares that, if the merger plan is carried out, it will work an injustice to
Osceola stockholders and result in a
great financial loss to them.
TO

-
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The Home Doctor
Cure for Coughs and Colds
One and one-ha-lf
ounces Balm of
Gilead buds, one pound bruised rock
candy, one pint Duffy's pure malt whiskey. (We recommend Duffy's on account of its purity .and known medicinal
value.) Put aside with occasional stirring until the rock candy is dissolved,
then strain. Dose: For adults, one
every hour; If the condition Is
acute, every half hour; for children over
ten, a teaspoonful every hour; for children under ten, ten
every hour
until decided relief Is drops
felt. These simknown to every drugple Ingredients,
can easily be secured and
gist,
mixed by any one. Dr. George I.readily
Ross,
Canton, Mass., says: "This Is vastly
superior to the stereotype Rock and Rye
of Commerce and should be called 'Balm
of Gilead'."
table-spoonf- ul

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado
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include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
cIass in the southwest use the
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PRAISES SCHOOLS
OF MORA COUNTY
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC
STRUCTION TELLS OF
VISIT THERE

IN-

Sana Fe, N. M., March 28. Chief
Clerk Robert ,F. Asplund of the department of education has received
am interesting letter from
Superin
tendent J. E, Clark describing his tour
of Mora county. Mr. Clark eayg in
the letter, written March 23:
"Our first stop was at La Cueva,
where I found Mrs. Winn in charge of
a large school in a small room. La
Cueva valley is prosperous and beau
tiful. The board of school directors
will build a school house at a central
point this coming summer. At noon
we arrived at Mora. After dinner we
went immediately to the school house
were we found Sisters Ludgers, Do- loritas and Louise teaching 150 pu
pils. The rooms are exceptionally
neat, prettily decorated and well
equipped.
The sisters are doing excellent
work. I want to mention specially
the efficient teaching by Sisters
In the primary room and Sister Ludgers In the grammar grades.
Sister Louise Is really doing substitute or relief work and I was permitshort
ted to visit her school only
I found the children well
time.
graded. Sister Dolorltas has grasped
the situation of teaching the Spanish-AmericaChildren the English language. Object lessons and active exercises were alternated with rapid
prodrills on word finding, word
nunciation and the recitation of appropriate selections, that appeal especially to the children of this age.
The children understand what they
are reading and reciting. They are
Songs
learning to do by doing."
were sung In English and were acted
out by the children. How I wish I
might have had w'lh me the score
or more teachers of Spanlsh-Amecan chi'ren whom I have seen wasting time Njy going through the mo
Hons of antiquated pedagogy teach'
era leading and children trying to fol
low but learning nothing a, (a); o
(o); do, (do) y (y) u, (u) you, etc.,
manner, marking time
in a sing-sonn

rl
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A HOPEFUL MESSAGE TO SCALP
SUFFERERS

AND MEN WHOSE

HAIR ISTHINNING
Dandruff now 4ald later. The same
Is true of scalp diseases. In fact
baldness is a scalp disease. The trou
ble with the greasy salves and lotions,
dandruff and scalp
the
cures you have tried so far Is
that they don't do anything tout tern
1
warily relieve the itching and cake
the dandruff so it doesn't falll until
Its dried out again. Nothing can cure
really cure such troubles but a real
scalp medicine that will kill the germs
causing dandruff and scalp disease.
Learning from leading fellow drug
gists throughout America that they
had found a whirlwind cure for dandruff, eczema and all diseases of the
skin and sca'p the O. G. Schaefer drug
store In proving to the laboratories
compounding the treatment that it Is
the most prominent drug store in this
remcity secured the agency for the
the
is
ZEMO,
This
remedy
edy.
kills
that
preparation
liquid
clean,
the germ of disease and ZEMO SOAP
to wash the scalp or skin clear and
c'ean off the dandruff or scale and by
its antiseptic qualities soothe and
heal.
Sold and guaranteed by druggists
everywhere and in East Las Vegas br
O. G.

Schaetai

JOHN

144

no progress. They would have obtained an Idea from the enthusiastic
drill conducted by Sister Doloritas.
"The class exercises In reading,
grammar, geography, etc., in Sister
Ludger's room were full of' enthusiasm; definite in every respect, management and proved the teacher a
thorough drillmaster.
"It was a delight to hear those
children sing the national airs, in soft
voice and with proper expression. It
was a pleasrue to qulzz them on arithmetic, history, geography etc. They
were interested, responsive, accurate
and well balanced. I will put them
against any parallel grades.
"Tomorrow we visit some outlying
districts and return to Mora in that
evening. Saturday we drive to Wagon Mound and Sunday to Roy, provid
ed the threatening storm does not
prevent."

MANDAMUS

AGAINST

AUDITOR IS ALLOWED
W. G. SARGENT MUST MAKE LEVY
TO PAY $5,000 TO CHILDREN'S
HOME

Santa Fe, N. M., March 28. Judge
McFie in the district ocurt here yes
terday afternoon, allowed a mandamus
sued out by Dr. C. E. Lukens, super
intendent of the Children's Home So
ciety at Albuquerque, against Territorial Auditor W. Q. Sargent, to com
pel that official to raise a levy sufficient to pay to the Children's Home
$5,000 for the 63d fiscal year.
The auditor had refused to make
the levy contending that by the lan
guage in the appropriation act, the
Children's Home Is not entitled to fur
ther aid, a levy having been made In
the 61st and 62d years. The act says,
'providing this society shall at no
time in the future call on the territory for any further appropriation of
any kind or character."
The court did not take this view
of the statute, however.
ON CURRENCY REFORM
Washington, March 28. To ascertain the views of bankers and other
persons familiar with financial matHEARING

ters

on

the proposed reform of the

currency laws, the National Monetary
commission today began a series of
hearings that will aid in determining
what form of currency measure shall
be reported to congress. The claims
for a central
banking institution
d rated by Senator Aldrich was used
as the basis of discussion at the hear
ing, which was attended by the currency committee of the American
Bankers' association. While many
changes probably will be made in the
plan before it is submitted to confeatures
gress Its most prominent
seem to meet with favor among
practical bankers, who regard It as in
the nature of a legalization of the
clearing house methods employed by
the banks in time of panic.
Children Who are Sickly
Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children,
should never be without a box of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughout the season. They Break up Colds, Relieve
Feverelshnese, Constipation,. Teething
Disorders, Headache and Stomach
Troubles. Used by Mothers for 22
THESE POWDERS NEVER
years.
FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores, Z5c.
Don't accept any substitute. Sample
mailed FREE.
Address, Allen S
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.
Do you know that of all the talnor
ailments colds are by far the most
dangerous? It is not the cold Itself
that you need to fear, but the serious
diseases that It often leads to. Most
of these are known as germ diseases.
and consumption are
Pneumonia
am on? them. Why not take Cham'
berlain's Cough Remedy and cure your
cold while you can? For sale by all
druggists.

GENERAL ORDERS
MEXICO

INVITED

TO SEND

THREE NATIONAL GUARD
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TO MANEUVERS

A..

PAPEN

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge

1212

When these funds have become
exhausted the department contem- SANTA FE EMPLOYES
plates authorizing the sending of additional officers of the mllltla to these
maneuvers, their pay and transporPOLITE
tation to be met from funds allotted
to the states and territories under
Section 1661, revised statutes, as J. M. CONNELL ISSUES TIMELY
amended, or from state or other funds
ADVICE TO THOSE WORKING
which may be available for the purFOR COMPANY

OG OO OOOOO

UUSTBE

want fld.

pose.

Santa Fe, N. M., March 28. Adjutant General A. S. Brookes is in receipt of the following communication
from the war department, giving full
information relative to the sending of
officers from the New Mexico National Guard to the regular army maneuvers now in progress at San Antonio,
Tex., and San D'ego, Calif:
War Department,
Office of the Chief of Staff,
Division of Militia Affairs,
Washington.
March 22,' 1911.
.
The Adjutant General,
Territory of New Mexico,
Santa Fe.
Sir: Referring to previous correspondence in connection with the attendance ot officers of the Organized
Militia at the maneuvers to be held
in the vicinity of San Antonio, Texas,
and San Diego, Cal'fornia, I am directed by the secretary of war to inform you as follows:
1. The Territory of New Mexico
is invited to send the following offi
cers to San Diego, California, to report to the Commanding General of
the maneuver camp on or before April
5th, for purposes of observation and
instruction.
Infantry: 1 quartermaster, 1 company officer. 1 medical officer not
above rank of major.
2. The period of attendance will
be limited to fourteen days, exclusive
of the time required for travel to and
from the camp.
3. The pay of the officers will be
met from the appropriation "Encampment and Maneuvers, Organized Militia." The payment will be made by
paymasters of the regular army after
muster by proper officers of the army,
and before the departure of the militia
officers from the camp.
4. The officers will take with them
their full field equipment, including
bedding and mess kit. The tentage
will be supplied by the camp commander.
5. Officers' mounts
will not he
taken but mounted officers should
take their horse equipment. The
commanding general of the maneuver
camp will assist militia officers In
hiring private mounts in the vicinity
of the camp. The hire and forage of
the animals will ibe borne by the militia and may be met from the allotment to the state under section 1661,
Revised Statutes, as amended, or
from state funds, If not paid for by
the officers personally.
6. The
DepartQuartermasters'
ment of the army will arrange for the
transportation of the officers and the
chief quartermaster, Department of
the Colorado, will issue transportation requests to cover the round trip
cf the officers from their home stains to San Diego, California, and return. To enable this to be done, you
should report to the chief quartermaster. Department of the Colorado, the
names, rank and addresses of the officers selected to attend the maneuvers. The transportation , requests
will be furnished direct to the officers
for whom they are issued.
7.
It is requested that this office
also be promptly informed of the
names, rank and arm of service ot
the officers selected to attend this
camp.
8. Just as soon as the officers selected for this first detail complete
their period of Instruction, it is the
Intention of the war department to
authorize the states and territories to
send other details until the money
available for this purpose is exhaust

9.
In drafting the orders, care
should be taken to use the wording
of Section 15 of the Mllltla law, ordering the officers "to participate" in
a joint encampment, maneuver and
field Instruction of the regular army
and mllltla."
Very Respectfully,
R. K. EVANS,.
(Signed)
Brigadier General, TJ. S. A.
Assistant to the Chief of Staff,
Chief of Division.
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OCCUPy WEEK

WITNESSES TO TESTIFY
ALLEGED EXPRESS

.AGAINST

ROBBER AT RATON

Raton, March 28. The district
court convened yesterday with Associate Justice Clarence J. Roberts on
the bench. John Joeras, clerk of the
district court, was present from Las
Vegas, and John Boyle, the newly
elected deputy 'clerk tor Colfax county, was present.
The first case for trial on the call
is that of the Territory of New Mexico vs. J. W. Humphreys, otherwise
known as "Arkansaw," charged with
compl'city In the robbery at French
in May, 1909. Charles A. Spless will
assist the prosecution in this case,
and Judge E. V. Long and Fred Bur-ge- n
of Las Vegas, will represent the
defendant; Humphreys. It is underwitstood that there are thirty-tw- o
nesses subpoenaed for the prosecution in this case, and a large number
for .the defense. It Is predicted that
the case will occupy the entire week.
A STRANGE STORY
Argyle, Mich. Mrs. Wm. H. Carson,

Politeness, according to the new
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe copybook, which has just reached Las Vegas, is the best policy. And railways
ought to know. A general order to
all passenger agents and other employes of the company to be polite
has just been issued by J. M. Con-nel- l,
general passenger agent at Topeka.
While Mr. Connell's order is
more or less general in character,
and does not specify rules of politeness with Chesterfleldlan exactness,
It does indicate a few "dont's" to be
observed.
"Do hot humiliate a passenger
through an assumption ot superior
knowledge," the order warns, "or an
exacting or sarcastic attitude. This
attitude is not clever. Place yourself
in the passenger's position; realize
that the apparent thoughtlessness of
his question is not intended to annoy you or to giv you an opportunity to enjoy your humor at his expense. Endeavor to consider
his
questions intelligently and appreciate
their true Import. Answer
him
Smooth
courteously and patiently.
his way a bit with a kindly word or
thoughtful suggestion."
While the order deals only with
the attitude of employes toward passengers, its effect is bound to be far- reaching. Who shall say where the
habit of politeness, once it gets a
start, will stop? In time the Santa
Fe's improved manners may exert an
influence even upon the untutored
pereons who have made it their busl
ness to hold up and rob ' the company's trains. Heretofore those proceedings have been conducted with,
rudeness and some display of feeling.
But, softened by the new amenities, it
is possible to foresee a certain sweetness in the manner of carrying out
these programs in the future. What
an example it will be to other railroads to see a Santa Fe train crew
and their one-tim-e
enemies courteously and graciously holding parley
In the door of the express car, looking to an agreeable and gentlemanly
surrender of the safe; the conductor,
to use Mr. Connell's words, smoothing
the way with a kindly word or
thoughtful suggestion!

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Pbone

.

in a letter from Argyle, says: "I was
almost wild with pains in my head,
and other severe pains, due to womanCardui gave me great
ly trouble
relief at once. Further use of Cardui
raised me from my bed of agony. Cardui saved my life, and I can't be
thankful enough for what it did for
me" Whether seriously sick or Bim-pl- y
ailing take Cardui, the woman's
tonic As a general tonic for women, "You used to send me
candy and
to improve the appetite and build up
said Mr. Meekton's wife.
flowers,"
tihe constitution, Cardui Is In a class
"Yes, Henrietta; but, you know, in
by Itself. Those who have used it those days I could do what I liked
say it does the work; It relieves, It with my salary." Washington Star.
cures. Try It. Tour druggist has It.
A farmer from Kerry went to the
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For the

Special Trade

Brandies yWhiskeys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

G. H. Mumms

Brandy
Peach Brandy

17

Apple Brandy
Aprioot Brandy
6

Stars

Different Brands
of Bourbon and
Rye, so we have

your brand.

IB M ffi
1

C. T. FARLEY, Prop.

SUHHY
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California Brandy
Imrsteiner
Port
and Sherry also White Port Wine.
Imported

ROUND TRIP SPECIAL EXCURSION

adjoining county of Limerick, where
the land is richer to look for a farm.
He saw one which he thought would
suit him, but could not agree with
the landlord as to the rent.
"Get away," said the landlord, an"This land is not
grily, at last.
like your miserable Kerry land, where
a mountain sheep can hardly get
Naphtha soaps can be used
enough to eat. The grass grows here
left
successfully
so fast and so high that if you
only in cold waa heifer out In the field there at ter. Sunny Monday laundry
night you would scarcely find her in soap does its work, no matter
the morning."
what kind of water you use-h- ard,
"Bedad, yer honor, that's nothin,' "
soft, cold, luke-war- m,
the man from Kerry's
replied
or
hot
boiling; it also softens
"There's many a part of my counwater.
hard
where
left
out
if
heifer
tie
try
you
at night the deuced bit of her you'd
Sunny Monday will not shrink
ever see again."
woolens or flannels, and will not fade
the colors in colored goods. It will
The most common cause of insom- double the life of your clothes and is
nia are disorders of the stomach. Cham- the most economical soap you can use.
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
correct these disorders and enable
you to sleep. For sale by all
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

kCo.

Pommery
GreatWeste
Santerners'
Virginia Dare
Claret
Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner

FARES

TO

LOS ANGELES

OAKLAND

SAN DIEGO

SAN FRANCISCO

Tickets on sale April 18, 19 and 20, 1911, final return limit

June 30, 1911.

For further information call at ticket office
'

J. 0. ELLEGE, Agent,
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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"OFFICIAL NKGLIX'T"
All the accounts of the terrible disaster In the burning ot the New York
shirtwaist "sweat shop" seem to
agree that the building was a fire
trap and that the girls and women
who lost their lives had no chance
when, fire had once broken out. That
a building nine or ten stories in
height could be permitted by the
ficials charged with supervision ot
such matters to be left without any
outside fire escapes seems Incredible
negligence. The frightful destruction
of human life that resulted must
stand as a lasting rebuke and warning to criminal carelessness of this
character. It Is not a sufficient answer on the part of the city officials
to shift the responsibility from one
to another. What is everybody's
business is proverbially nobody's
business, hut what is anybody's business is everybody's business in matters pertaining to the protection ot
human life. The catastrophe is only
another, though more than usually
appalling, commentary on the terriblt
chances which are taken in this
country risks that probably would
not be tolerated for an hour in any
other country.
The snuffing out of the lives of
more than 142 human beings, mostly
women and young girls, will result
no doubt in a spasmodic "reform;"
official "vigilance" will be spurred
to the point of taking a few precautions in regard to other buildings
equally dangerous; possibly a man or
two will go to the penitentiary or to
the
jail. Then, sooner or later,
whole melancholy program will be
gone through again and another terrible disaster will be recorded, to
start the endless chain In motlof
'
once more. '
o

The United States consumes about
one billion pounds of coffee a year,
nearly all" of which is Imported from
Brazil, says the Wall Street Journal.
We do not blame that? country for
discouraging, such overproduction of
the berry as' in past years compelled
it to sell at a loss, whether by means
ot restraining measures or a valorization scheme- - But we
certainly
have reason to complain of Its er
port tax, which falls entirely upon the
consumers, who reside chiefly in this
country. Every pound of Brazilian
coffee comes to us laden with an export tax of 5 cents; and our people
are obliged to pay It. This means in
round terms fifty million dollars a
year.
In 1832 coffee was placed on th?
free list, and there it remained until
the breaking out of the Civil war ia
1861, when we subjected it to an import duty .of four and afterwards ol
five cents a pound, until 1870. It was
then lowered to three cents and la
1872 was restored to the free list,
where it has since remained.
What would the government of
Brazil think if we again placed a duty
upon coffee. The result would be
that Brazil would have to repeal her
export tax; but there is no other
market beside this one to which she
could send such a portion of her coffee crop, without materially lowering
its value.

ABSORBLETS

of-

FOLLYJOF A PUGILIST
When Jack Johnson, negro pugilist,
defeated Jeffries last July he realized
In a single hour the whole ambition
of his life. For years he had trained
and worked and dreamed of the day
when the title of world champion
should be his. So far as known, his
career up to that time had been witu-ou- t
eerious misdemeanor- He was too
busy fighting his way to the top for
those digressions and lapses which,
sooner or later, tempt the successful
prize fighter to his ruin.
Since- - that day at Ileno, however,
Johnson appears to have started out
to make an unmitigated nuisance ol
himself. lie hasn't had a battle In
a ring but he has been in almost continuous trouble of one kind or another
and whatever respect, of its peculiar
kind, anyone had for him has gone
glimmering. Johnson has become a
his
common brawler and
favorite pastime being the exceeding
of automobile speed limits in various
cities. San Francisco Is the place
of his most recent exploit of , this
character. He actually spent several
hours In Jail there before a magistrate
was found who would let him out.
Johnson Is only going the way of
the average successful pugilist. Being possessed suddenly of wealth be
yond his rosiest dreams, the negro
is doing his best to spend every ceat
as fast as It can be done. It Is Inevitable that he will go broke. Being
inevitable, it were better for all concerned that this comes soon. If he
F'lould be brought to a realization of
his folly he has still a chance to
make something of himself. As long
ss he Is pampered by the police and
escapes the punishment earned by his
offenses he win continue to make,, a
fool f of himself and endanger Jives
mora, valuable than his own.
-

r,

A negro known as

was, and probable is now, a
preacher in Virginia. His ideas of
theology 'and human nature were often very original as the following anecdote may prove.
A gentleman thus accosted the oM
preacher one Sunday:
believe
"Wallinlg, 1 bplieve you
every woman has seveu devils. Nov
how can you- prove that, I'd like to
know?"
"Well, sar, did you ebber read ii
de Bible how de debbles were cast
out er Mary Magdalene?"
"Oh, yes, I've heard of that; bu;
what does that prove?"
"Did you ebber hear of 'em beiu'
cast out of any odder woman, sah?"
and the old man assumed a wise
look.
.'
"No, I never did."
'
"Well, den, sah, de odders has
sure got 'em yit!" Youth's Companion.

"When woman gets the vote she
best man. She will turn him
round her finger as the housewife
turned the riddle."
The speaker was Miss Alice Paul,
a very ardent suffragette of PhilaShe resumed, with a somedelphiawhat bitter smile:
"A business man said to his wife
at dinner:
" 'Here is a riddle for you, my
dear; Why is a husband like dough?'
"The answer to this riddle was,
'Because a woman needs him.' The
business man expected his wife to
give the riddle up, or else to guess
that answer. But his wife said
calmly:
." "Why is a husband like dough,
eh? Well, I suppose it's because he's
so hard to get off one's hands.'
Express.
will

" 'Johnny,'
said his teacher, 'if
coal is Belling at $6 a ton, and you
pay your dealer $24, how many tons
will he bring you?'
" 'Three,
ma'am,' said Johnny,
promptly.
" 'Why, Johnny, that isn't right,'
said the teacher.
" 'No, ma'am, I know it ain't,' said
Johnny, 'but they all do it." " New
York Press.

"Yes," said the old lady, "now that
spring is with us, business will pick
up with the old man." .
Asked what he did for a living, she
replied:
for
"Well, he sells rabbit feet
watchcharms, an' to stave off
rattlean' he does fine with
snake rattles, but he makes most at
sellin' young mockin' birds an' pray-ifer rain." Atlanta Constitution.
hoo-doo-

,

A freshman

of the 'University ol
Pennsylvania was called upon to vote
for officers in a recent gathering.
Not being well acquainted with the
nominees, he thoughtfully hesitated
before filing his ballot
One of the company left the room
with the explanation that he would
"vote by proxy."
"So will I," said Albert, and, with
his pencil poised above his paper,
leaned over to a companion on the
right of , hinv and. askfd:
fiayi- what's Proxy's first name ?"
'
Philadelphia Times.
-
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the Moiit Ara Changing and the Crooks Are Becoming Moro,8clen-tific Pitfalls That' Are Laid for the Modem Mind Must Bo Far More
of the
Subtle Than Formerly If They Are to Provjj iiecesfuf-'-Som- e
Schemes That Are Worked to Separate a Map, From,'Hi .Money.
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Is still practiced, but
the tyle has changed. Where crooks
used to lnveipla some person Into an
old cave, there produce an Indian and
a gold brick, and sell a piece of rock
for gold, now confidence men and fakirs plat a section of the azure sky
and sell town lots. The fact is
is as prevalent as ever, but
the crooks are becoming more scientific.
Within the past years two men purchased 420 acres ot land in Arkansas.
Their investment was on the basis of
a dollar an acre. The land would have
made a splendid goat pasture, located
on the top of one of the Ozark mountains, ten miles from the nearest railroad and unfit for cultivation. These
men, without surveying their tract,
made a plat of it, advertised that it
was within a short distance of a big
coal mine', was on a railroad, and eventually would be a big city. Their literature was 'very alluring.
They went from town to town, and
on street corners they distributed
their literature. They announced in
each town that fifty lots, no more, no
less, would be given away absolutely
tree. The drawing of the lots was to
advertise the country. The public
couldn't lose it was to get the lots
free. Here was an offer that listened
better than a gold mine. Where did
these men make their money?
Every one of the lots given away
meant that the person accepting would
have to pay for the title a mere bagatelle! Especially since the land itThe
self was obtained for nothing.
men conducting the donation parties
employed a justice of the peace not
far from their mountain top, who
looked after all the deeds. The deeds
He
were printed by the thousand.
charged $4.50 for each transaction.
As fifty lots were given away each
day this meant $225. There were approximately 4,200 lots in the tract
and when all were disposed of it
would mean a clear 'profit of more
tfhan $16,000.
But about the time
the scheme got to working fine,
something happened. The government learned that the malls were being used to defraud.
Goldbrickbpg

think you would like to see," the Jeweler said as he opened another drawer. He jerked, out an automatic revolver and pointed it at his customers
at the same time demanding restitution. The command was obeyed and
the crooks hurried away.

,.

g

Goldbricking in land is only one ot
the many modern methods. A Kansas
City doctor not long ago advertised
an electric machine which was an alleged cure for catarrh and deafness.
The advertisements stated that
was free. All that was necessary
was for the patient to write and
medicine would be sent. Then when
the ailing person would write, the
doctor would send blanks which were
to be filled.
After getting a full description of
the disease how long the patient had
been ailing, the number of times other doctors had attempted to effect a
cure the doctor would write to his
prospective patient that the case was
so complicated that mere medicine
would not cure it ''what you need Is
a head cap," the letters would say.
"And if you will agree to take my
medicine for two months at $8 a
month, I will furnish the headcap."
In this way the doctor hoped to avoid
contact with the postal laws. He was
surprised when arrest followed. Before
the arrest, his business had expanded
to such an extent that twenty-fou- r
stenographers were kept busy constantly, and it was estimated that he
was making approximately $10,000 a
year.
tht-cur-

Diamonds make big profits for
crooks. Last week two prosperous
appearing men entered a Kansas City
Jewelry store.
"We would like to get a diamond.-- '
The Jeweler ascertained the size of
stone sought and displayed his wares.
This gave the crooks a chance to exchange a bogus diamond for one of the
good stones. The trick would have
succeeded had not a woman connected
with, the store seen the exchange. She
told the Jeweler.
"I have some blue ones here that I

U

attention

called--

to --a

new

scheme;

crooks who, work, upon the butcher
and the baker. The first of the montu
when shopkeepers me'.l itemized accounts there are men who watch- - for
the mail carrier. Perhaps these letters are pushed under an office door
or tossed Into a mall box. Crooks
have a faculty of knowing how to remove such letters by means of a
small wire. Once the bi'l is in their
possession they call the butcher or
baker by .telephone, tell him that the
account has been received and that
the office girl will be sent down with
a check.
When a girl appears at the butcher
shop with a check to pay Mr. Brown's
bill, the butcher Immediately remembers that Mr. Brown called him on
the telephone. Everything seems all
right. The check is made out for $10
more than the bill and the girl is given the difference. Nine times out of
ten this scheme will work.
.

postoffice inspector says that the
that farmers are the readiest
victims in the gold brick schemes is
a wrong impression. He believes that
the man in the city working for a
salary really gets fleeced more thati
any other class. They seem ready always to put their money into an alleged bonanza a fake mining scheme
But mines do not offer the field for
orookedness of twenty years ago.
The people are more wary than they
used to be.
A

old idea

It was P. T. Barnum who many
years aso observed: "There Is a sucker born every minute." 'And Lawrence
Spruce, superintendent of the Kansas
City district of the Plnkerton service,
believes that this is as true today as
it was in the days of the veteran circus man.
A
ranchman while on a
visit to Kansas City a short time ago
made the mistake of writing his name
to a check of $10,000. The ranchman thought he was signing his address in an ordinary memorandum
book. This is the wajy it was worked : A crook, having learned that the
ranchman was prosperous and had
several thousand dollars on deposit in
a New Mexico bank, folded a check in
the memorandum book in such a manner that the average man might
examine the notebook without detecting the check.
The crook led the ranchman to believe that he owned innumerable cattle on a Wyoming ranch. He sought
to buy some choice stock from the
New Mexico man to mix the breed.
"Let me have your name," the crook
said, "and when I go back to Wyoming I will mail you pictures of my
ranch."
There could be no objection to that,
the New Mexican thought, and he
signed his name in what he believed
was a memorandum book.
When the New Mexico ranchman
returned home his banker asked him
if he had bought a farm. One surThere was
prise followed another.
his name signed to a check for $10,-00There must be, some mistake
no, there could be none. Finally it
all dawned upon the ranchman, but
too late. It had been two weeks. He
was the loser, for was it not his signature upon which the bank v had
paid the money?
well-to-d-

Most banks watch closely the accounts of their patrons. Especially
do the paying tellers. They are careful to know the persons to whom
money is paid, and if the amount is
large they are doubly careful. But
often collections are made through
other banks, and the payee is not
identified. And even should a teller
suspect that a check is bogus sometimes it is not the best busine'ss policy to call a depositor over the telephone and ask him if the check to
Jones for $3,000 is all right.
Depositors, many of them, especially if
the transaction is with a friend, feel
that the paying teller is annoying
them and at the same time embarrassing the friend, when the telephone is
used to verify a transaction.
So it
goes.

V(.' .!

The Pinkertons recently had their

o

accommodating a Kansas Cif.y( bank,
paid the money. The cipher, code
will check this. But check it only,
because the state banks have no universal code, and were a crook to get
hold of this code used by the nat'on-a- l
banks it would mean a big loss to
the institutions which happened to be
the victims. Paring money by telegraph is a factor that Is entering
more and more into ' the legitimate
business world every day.

Consisting of
i

Vases

Pitchers

Chocolate Sets

Tea Sets

Plates

Bowls

Trays

Etc.

At TAUPERT'S

In a Now York bank a queer incident happened last month. A packwere
age of valuable securities
thought at first to have been stolen
The
from a safety deposit vault
manager of the Institution showed
that this would have been impossible.
Then the patron remembered an incident which explained everything.
Man is more or less a creature of
habit A member of the goldbrick
fraternity stationed himself in the
vicinity of a safety deposit bank In New
York for several days. He learned
the habits of the different customers.
One patron of the bank was seen dally
carrying the same kind of an envelope. The envelope was always the
same color. The crook noticed these
things and in the rush of the busy
hours as this man came into the
bank, he stumbled at the door. He
ran into a heavy individual. The envelope fell to the floor and a little
man who was near picked it up and
seemingly returned it to the owner.
All went about their business. A
week later, after the patron had accused the bank of losing the envelope
from his safety deposit box he remembered how he had fallen. It all
came back to him and he remembered
that the little man had turned around
before giving him the envelope.
The old game of borrowing money
to pay the freight on a car of cattle;
the finding of a pocketbook with $20
in it; and the old shell game are
too old and too well known to meet
,with success, though occasionally the
police department hears echoes of the
past. But these are reminders of
days that are gone. It is not the old
games which they must be on the
lookout for, but the newer creations
of the goldbrick world. K. C. Star.

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET
nOHEY ASD STOCKS
New York, March 28. Call money
2
per cent; prime mercantile paper 404 2 per cent Mexican dollars 45. Amalgamated 64; SuGreat
gar 119; Atchison 110
Norlhern preferred 127
New Yorit
Northern Pacific
Central 108
Southern 'Pa125; Reading 157
Union Pacific 178; Steel
cific 118
79
'preferred 119
2

3-- 8

1-- 4;

There are many ways In which
sharks prey upon banks.- They are
big game and crooks realize that one
haul from a bank is equivalent often
to a dozen other, ventures. .The. national banks of the United States, to
protect themselves from' a" 'gang 'of
sharpers who obtain money by tele
graph, found it necessarjr to establish
a universal cipher code. ': For example
a Texas bank recently received a telegram from an alleged Kansas City
bank to pay John Jones $1,000. Jones
explained that his wife had died, and
the Texas bankk believing that It was

$5.40 0.6.75; southern steers, $4.75
5.90; southern cows and heifers, $3.40
5.40; native cows and heifers, $3
6.25; stockers and feeders, $4.65g6;
calves,
$i7.23:
bulls, $405.25;
western
$5SC.25;
western steers,
cows,

steady to
Hogs 7,000. Market
heavy,
higher. Bulk, $G.656.75;
pekers and butchers,
$6.4506.60;
$8.50 06.75; light, $6.650 6.80.
Sheep 10,000. Market steady. Muttons, $45.25; lambs, $5.5006.40;
fed wethers and yearlings, $4,300
nElAL
5.75; fed western ewes, $4 5. 10.
Market
28
Lead.
New York, March
quiet, $4.4504.50. Standard copper
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
quiet. Spot and May,, $11.70011.85.
Silver 52
?.
Chicago, March 28- Cattle, 25,000.
"
Market steady to strong. Beeves,
WOOL i
$3.256.90; Texas steers, $4.50
western
steers, $485580;
St. Louis, March 28. Wool Mar- 5.75;
and
feedd.rs, $405.85;
ket unchanged. Territory and west- stockers
ern mediums, 1922; fine mediums, cows and heifers, $2.756; calves,
$5.257.25.
16018; fine, 1213.
Hogs 12,000. Market five cents
higher. Light, $6.5007.25; mixed,
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
heavy, $6.3006.85;
March 28. Wheat, May $6.5007.05;
Chicago,
good to choice, rough, $6.30 09.60;
87
Corn,
July 87
good to choice, heavy, $6.6O06.85;
Oats,
May 48
July 49
pigs, $6.600 7.20; bulk, $6.600 6.90.
Pork,
May 30
July 30
Sheep 14,000. Market steady. NaMay 1570; July 1540. Lard, May 8.55; tive,
$305.35; western, $3.250 5.40;
Ribs, May 8.90
July yearlings, $4.6005.60; lambs, native,
July 852
8.47
$506.40; western, $5.250 6.50.
1-- 2;

1--

7--

1--4;

5--

3--

.

,

-
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KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Tony Faust Budweiser beer is
Kansas City, March 28. Cattle, on tap at the Opera bar and is one
11,000, Including 400 southerns. Mar- of the finest draft beers served over
ket steady to strong. Native steers, any bar in the city.

A GREAT SHOWING'OF

Spring; Millinery
Suits and Dresses
j

Every department is now overflowing with the Season's
best offerings in Stylish Merchandise.
It is a pleasure
to show you the beautiful New Creations produced by
manufacturers for this summer.
We can show you Women's

Pattern Hats trimmed in

Fashions Best Hat Center from

$3.50

.

There are many creitable companies
that buy up valuable land holdings in
Texas and western states and sell
e
them in a legitimate way. These
concerns suffer because of the
crook. He will buy for a dollar an
acre, perhaps, a. big tract of alkali
land and advertise that with irrigation it may be made a veritable paradise. Lawyers are hired to word the
advertisements
without
alluringly,
making the company liable for violating the postal laws. Goldbiickers
lhave a greater fear of the federal law
than that of the states.

REPORTS

tO

J

$20.00

We Save You Money on These
Every woman's thoughts are turning just now . to
dresses and suits for Spring. A particular lovely host
have entered and are in their places to greet you today.
We are displaying a great line of Silk Foulard, Lawn
and Wash Gingham dresses from

$2.5o to $37.50

"Chick" Ready-tWear Apparel

o

S

-

for Girlsfland Misses

I

It's aot always easy to duplicate such pretty styles as those we are
showing when Spring is really here. Thoughtful people are glad to make
their selectiong now. Every girl has her own list of requirements in her
suit. It must be chick, it must be shapely, it must be her own favorite
shade and fabric, it must keep its style. All these requirements are
fully
met in our many new dresses and suits.
Prices range from the $2.50 snappy Gingham Dresses to the fine all wool Tailored Suits, up to $20.00

THE
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STORE OF QUALITY'
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REFRIGERATORS

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring- the man who knows how
and why the man on

;i

whom everything
depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
ia prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

Val-mor- a

CO.

Phone Maih 3

We Have

Just

Received a Lot of

Western
1 Garden
1

I

Seed

I

In Bulk

and
Package

'4

I

W. F. Hogan, the Cerrillos
mining
man. was In Las Vegas
today.
A. G. Fischer Of Alhllnnamiu lo o
.business visitor In Las Vegas
today.
Snapper" Garrison, who work up
circulation for the Denver Porst, is
In town.
Josie Ericaon of Sycamore, 111., is
in Las Vegas and will
spend a few
days visiting friends.
G. L. Kahle, of
Trinidad, is hereon
business. He is district
agent" for
the Wells Fargo Express company.
George Arnot, manager of the
branch of the Gross Kelly
company, la Jn the city on business.
W. T. Brown, director of the
Industrial sanitarium, was here
today from Watrous on a business
trip.
District Attorney and Mrs. Charles
W. G. Ward have returned from Raton where they spent a few days on
a business and pleasure trip.
John!D. W. Veeder went this afternoon to Raton, where he has business before the spring term of the
district court for Colfax county.
Bill Cox, representing the circulation department of the 'Rocky Mountain News of Denver, Is In town. Cox
was here last spring in a similar capacity. He is an able cartoonist as
well as. a circulation booster.

PLOW FACTORIES
EFFECT MERGER

.

From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before

buying

TWENTY-TW-

CONCERNS

O

BE- -

- COME ONE

HUGE CORPORATION

elsewhere.

The Best and Largest Stock
in Town and Prices That Win
in Each and Every Case.

J.

COMING IN TO

POSTPONE THEIR

SPEND NIGHT IN

RESIDENCE

THEJPTIC

MEETING

THEJITY

OF, OLD MEXICO .LANDS

AGAINST
DEVASTATION OF GARDENS AND

!.

"

IPS
Sole Agents for White Frost
At strictly eastern prices

New Summer Goods
$4.25 for

SO--

ft

Rubber Hose,

1-

inch

with couplings.
95c for the $1.50 sets of Croquet.
85c for the $1.50 Roller Skates, metal wheels;
Skates.
$2.45 and $3.50
$4.65 for the $5.50 New Perfection
Ball-beari-

Oil Cook Stoves, 1 burner.
$6.85 for the $8.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 2 burners.
$8.95 for the $10.00 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 3 burners.
$2.45 for the $3.50 Gasoline 1 burner

Stoves.

SEWER SURVEY HAS

$2.85 for the $4.00 Gasoline 2 burner
Stoves.
'$4.25 for the $5.50 Gasoline 3 burner
Stoves.
3c each, for the 5c Jelly Glass, tin
tops.
80c dozen for Mason's Pint Fruit
'

BEENCOMPLETED
CIVIL ENGINEER MORRISON WILL
REPORT TO COUNCIL

'

TOMORROW

THE

ROSEtlTHAL

even

Chi-napa- s,

'

ARE YOU FREE

ROM

ha-a--

SESSION
LAST

LAWNS

Evidently not satisfied With the
meal tnat had been served to him
from the rear door of the residence
of Road Commissioner J. M. Martinez, 730 Railroad avenue, Luis Hermosillo this morning entered the home
through a side window.' He was beginning a raid on the pantry, when
he was discovered by Mi's. Martinez.
When Hermosillo saw Mrs. Martinez
he endeavored to make his escape.
Getting out of the house he ran rapidly, but Mr. Martinez gave chase and
captured the man after a long run.
Martinez pinned the man against
the fence and held him there with
his glittering eye in much the same
manner as the Ancient Mariner did
the wedding guest. Then the police
were notified.
City Marshal Ben Coles took Her
mosillo to the court of Justice D. R
Murray, who bound him over to the
grand Jury on a charge of burglary.
Hermosillo says he is a resident of
Old Mexico. Mr. Martinez believes
he Intended robbing the house ani
asked for a "hand out" in order to
gain a knowledge of the premises.

2

strengthens naturally without
When you have rheumatism In your
tating the system in any way.
foot or instep apply Chamberlain's
is
effects
it
beneficial
To get its
Uniment and you win et quick reIt costs but a quarter.
Why
always necessary to buy the genu- lief.
PufTor? For pale by all drauelsts.
California
the
manufactured
by
ine,
Fig Syrup Co., bearing the name Finch's. GpldenSVe"!ding Rye, aged
of the Company, plainly printed on in the wood. Direct from distillery
course.
the front of every package.
v. ,; to ypu. ,. At, the Lobby, of

PROTEST8

IN JAJL. FOLLOWING
i, EPISODE '

o

Papen

TO BURGLARIZE

NATIVE

Moline, 111., March 28. A merger
Jars.
of twenty-twplow manufacturing
90c dozen for Mason's Quart Fruit
$
companies into one corporation, with Jars.
a capitalization of $50,000,000, was
$1.20 dozen for Mason's
gallon
Grocer and Butcher.
Fruit Jars.
announced late yesterday at the offices of Deere and company.
Headquarters for Crocks, Churns and
The
name of the consolidation will be Milkmen's supplies.
Deere and company, and its headMAKING LIFE IN THE
quarters will be maintained in this
city.
The concerns
comprise the
ARMYjNTERESTING new company arethat
located here. East
Moline, Syracuse, N. Y., Ottumwa,
Opposite Y. M. C. A., K. Las Vegas
UNCLE SAM INSTITUTING RE- la., Welland, Qnt., Fort Smith, Ark,
and Minneapolis, Minn.
FORMS TO ENCOURAGE
The scope of the industry will be
ENLISTMENTS
ABANDON GUERILLA WARFARE
extended to include the manufacture
all
farm
of
Implements.
Bright pictures of "soldiering" In
Continued from Page One) ,
When the organlaztion la effected
the tropics, an attractive looking solconcerns
all
of
involved will
employes
dier lw Immaculate uniform, , and be given an opportunity to acquire children have no means of transportation and are tramping it.
photographs of soldiers at work, are stock.
Seventeen families on the border
some of the allurements held out to
near El Paso today applied to the cus
CURING
TUBERCULAR
PATIENTS
recruityoung America at the, army
The Valmora Industrial sanatorium toms officials to be allowed to bring
ing stations. Every effort is made-trear
Watrous, which is supported by their horses and household goods into
attract young men into the offices.
a
coterie
of rich Chicago merchants this country. They pleaded that, they
Uncle Sam needs men for his
and
men, is turning out were tired of fighting to preserve
inprofessional
army and he offers all sorts of
cured of tubercu- their property at the risk of their
patients
absolutely
offwhom
his
to
those
ducements
in
losis.
This
,
spite of the fact that lives.'
icers believe will make good soldiers.
Although business in Juarez seem
After three years' service In the army the institution has been open only
since late last fall. Dr. W. T. Brown, ingly continues as usual, many fami
held
are
inducements
again
bright
director of the institution, is author- lies are moving to the American side
out to the "ex" if he will but
ity for the statement that before the because of persistent rumors that
makes
Sam
And your Uncle
always
beginning of April over five complee Juarez eventually will be attacked by
his offers good.
cures will have been effected. The the insurrectos.
Of course, getting into the army
Mail advices from Alamos, Sonpra,
amounts to considerable more than patients will go hack to their work
in
free
from
tuber
confirm
the report that a band of'
Chicago
entirely
merely going to a rescruiting station
can resume their work
and
culosis
under General Loya
there
officers
and giving the
your
with no fear of a recurrence of the slaughtered every federal official in
name, age and the color of your
disease. The Institution has a capac- the town of Guazaparaz, near tho
hair. A rigid physical examination
At present thirty-s- Sonora line, when they took the town.
must be undergone and it is so strict ity of forty patients.
are
treac' A young telegrapher alone escaped.
people'
receiving
de
that a man with ever so slight a
ment
He fell with the others beneath the
feet rarely gets any further.
dead and crawled out 12 hours later.
The United States Is famed the
in a New England He made his way barefooted to
ago,
years
Many
And
men.
world over for its fighting
40 miles away.
it is the care exercised by the of- boarding school for boys, the principal
was a learned clergyman a preacher
Rebel bands are now operating in
ficers at the hundreds of recruiting
sermons and a' strict gram- Jalisco and Zacatecas,
having crossed
stations maintained throughout the of long
marian.
over from Durango. Several small
country that is responsible for this
One night, after 10 o'clock taps, towns have been taken, including
condition. These recruiting officers are
when
all the, boys should have been Taltenagol, where the National Bank
experts in their line, and. they must
he was passing
in
bed,
silently of Mexico, the postofflce and tax col-effof
standard
maintain the high
he lectro's office were robbed. The clos
through the. dormitory- - when
iciency of which the army boasts.
heard sounds of revelry from a dark- ing of the
mining company's plant
ened room. lie rapped on the door. at
Teplc, the capital of that state,
Silence within. Then:
has thrown thousands out of work.
"Who's there?"
Riots have resulted.
"It's me the principal. Open the
-Fdoor!"
Maderos Reach San Antonio
Headaches, Colds, Indigestion,
You're a liar! li
"Ha, ha,
San
Antonio, Tex., March 28. Pran- Pains, Constipation, Sour Stomach, it was the. doctor he would say, 'It
I.
clso
Madero, sr., and his son, GusI.'
is
Dizziness? If you are not, the most
force of this argument tavo Madero, father and brother of
the
Seeing
effective, prompt and pleasant the
doctor, passed on. Philadelphia the' Mexican insurrecto leader, Fran
method of getting rid of them is to Saturday Evening Post.
cisco I. Madero, arrived here today.
They went at onoe to the house of
take, now and then, a desertspoon-fu- l
Alfonso
Madero where the local Junand
is
best
the
Tar
Honey
of the ever refreshing and truly "Foley's
cough --emedy I ever used as It quick- ta meets. The Maderos said the re
beneficial laxative remedy Syrup ly sloped a severe cough that had union was
purely a personal one, but
J. W. Knhn,
of Figs and Elixir of Senna. It is long troubled me," says
the
impression
prevails that matters
Princeton, Neb. Just as quickly and
well known throughout the world surely It acts in all cases of coughs, of moment are to be considered In
la grippe and lun? trouble. Re connection with the peace proposals.
as the best of family laxative reme- colds,substitutes.
O. G Schaefer and
fuse
and
so
it
acts
because
gently
dies,
Red Cross Drug Co.
irri-

A.

TRAMP ATTEMPTS COMPLAINTS ARE BASEBALL MEN MOTOR TOURISTS

Real work on the new sewer system will be begun In the near future.
After considerable delay, occasioned
by the necessity for changing the maps
surmade for the original Rose-watevey, the council will meet tomorrow
evening for the purpose of taking such
steps as are needed toward immediate
beginning of the work. City Engi
neer George E. Morrison will be
ready to present to the council estimates of cost and will have some
to make regarding tha manner of construction.
Members of the Citizens'' committee
will attend the council meeting and
wili confer with the councllmen and
offer such, advice as the council may
ask. The committee, since the adop
tion of Its report by the council sev
eral weeks ago, has been considering
various phases of the work assigned
to it. One of., these is the disposal
works. The committee likely., will
have a meeting this evening.
r

s

People residing on "the hill" are
raising their voices in protest. They
say their lives are being placed in
Jeopardy by cyclists using the sidewalks and that their gardens and
flower beds are being devastated and
ruined by cattle and fowls. One of
the Hill Dwellers says the practica
of riding blcyrfes on the walks ia
dangerous. He says it Is high time to
call a halt.
Last evening he was plodding home
after a hard day's work when a cyclist came whizzing down the walk.
He stepped aside to let it pass and
jumped right In front of another
Cicylist. The Hill Dweller Is agile for
a man of his age, and, iby leaping to
a gate post and climbing Into a tree,
he managed to escape unscathed. He
eays he has been dodging bicycles on
the sidewalks so long that he Instinctively Jumps off on to the curbing every
sixteen seconds even if nothing is In
sight. He tried walking In the street,
thinking that less dangerous, and narrowly missed being hit by two autos,
a mortocycle and a carriage.
There
Is an ordinance against riding on the
walks and this and other Hill Dwellers
would like to see it enforced.
The other day another Hill Dweller
made a dandy garden and fixed up his
lawn and flower beds. That night he
heard some noise In the yard. He Investigated and found a horse and two
cows had demolished hto garden and
flower beds. He was so angry that
he gave chase to the animals. He
tripped over a low wire fence and
barked his shins and before he got
back into bed he stepped on a tack,
which made him as mad as, a wet hen.
Other newly made gardens have been
ruined by stray cattle and chicken
this spring. The police have announced ihey will impound every stray
animal and that they will "make It
hot" for people they catch riding bl;
cycles on the walks even if they have
to put them In the "cooler" to do so.
WORTH WEIGHT IN GOLD
McAbingdon, Va-- Mrs. Jennie
Call, of this place, says, "I had been
troubled with female complaints, for
over ten years. I could not walk
or stand on my feet, and had been
almost confined to the house, for a
long time. I began to take Cardui,
the woman's tonic, and now I can
walk anywhere I want to go. Cardui
is worth its weight in gold." This
is a high estimate on a plain, herb
medicine, yet there are thousands of
women who would gladly pay this
price for a remedy to relieve their
suffering. Cardui has helped others.
Why not you? Try it Tour druggist sells It, In $1 bottles.

WILL FILED FOR PROBATE
This morning Attorney W. G. Hay
don filed for probate the will of the
late Miss Frances Emily Fenton. The
estate consists of personal property A Special Medicine for Kidney Ailments
and relatives of Miss Fenton are
Many elderly people have found in
made beneficiaries. May 25 was set
as the date for the probation of the Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick relief and permanent benefit from
will.
and bladder ailments and from anAt a brief session of the probate noying urinary Irregularities due to
court yesterday. Judge Manuel Mar advancing years. Isaac N. Regan,
tinez approved the adoption of Rubel Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
effected a complete cure in
Martinez, a minor, aged 5 years, by Remedy
case and I want others to know
my
Mrs. Seferlna A. Romero, a widow. At of It," O. G. Sohaefer and Red Cross
the same time Judge Martinez heard Drug Co.
the final report of the estate of the
late Frederick DesMarais and ordered
the estate finally closed.
,
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POSTOFFICE TO BE
CLOSED
POSTMASTER

JN

SUNDAYS

BLOOD IN RECEIPT
FROM

OF OFFICIAL ORDER
WASHINGTON
recently-Issue-

d

order of Postmas-

ter General Frank H. Hitchcock to
the ' effect that all postoffloes where
carriers are employed shall be c'osed
on Sundays was received last night by

Crossing the continent in an automobile. Jack Mohrhardt and Harry
Nelly, of Detroit, stopped off In Las
Vegas last night and were guests at
the Castaneda hotel.
They are driving the Warren 30
"Wolverine" from New York to San
Francisco and to date have covered
4,448 miles. The trip was started the
second week in December, being from
Detroit to New York, to Philadelphia,
back to Detroit, Chicago, Des Moines,
Omaha and Kansas City, where the
young men attended the automobile
show, then to Denver 'and Las Vegas. Yesterday's run was from TrlnL
dad, a distance of' 143 miles. Today
they will try to reach . Albuquerque,
and from there will go to Los Angeles and San Francisco.
A lot of automobiles tour thlB
part of the country In winter," said
Nelly this morning, "but our car was
the only one to negotiate the distance from New York to Omaha in
when the snow and mud
were deep. Crossing Iowa took two
weeks and was worse than running
continually in the heaviest sand you
have in this part of the country. We
made 18 miles In nine hours one day.
But for skillful driving on the part
of Mohrhardt it is doubtful if we
ever would have pulled through. In
spite of this, the Wolvertine is still
in good running condition."
Adam Scott, who used to fire on.
the Santa Fe out of Las Vegas, Is
connecte'd with the Warren Motor
Car company, which makes the Warren "30" cars and Is located at their
Kansas City branch. He will drive
racing cars for them at Kansas City
this summer.
The Wolverine, crew was very enthusiastic about this part of the coun.
try and found the roads of New
Mexico, especially those close to Las
Vegas, much better than they had encountered anywhere.
They said they saw evidences ot
A. L. Westward's big motor truck
along the route. The big machine
left a trail ot broken bridges and the
road overseers have built a large number of new structures to replacs
them. This has been a benefit to the
road as It has made it absolutely safe,
by removing bridges that were beginning to deteriorate.
mid-wint-

Postmaster F. O. Blood. Mr. Blood
announced today that he would put
the order into effect next Sunday. No
special date is given for putting the
order into operation, the postmasters
being allowed a reasonable length of
time In which to comply with its provisions. As patrons of the East Las
Vegas postofflce recently showed their
hearty sympathy with Sunday closing
Mr. Blood will put the plan into serBest draught bee In the 'city, at
vice 'at the earliest possible oppor- the
Lobby, of course.
tunity.
The order of the postmaster gener
al applies to all postofflces having
Special Offer for
carriers. It was Issued since the sendThree Days, SOc
ing to Washington of the petition askoffice
Las
Vegas
ing that the East
be closed Sundays. According to its
terms the general delivery window
must be kept open a short time in
order to avoid delay in delivery of
mall to transients. Had the petition Stands alone in her magnificent
of the patrons of the office been grant power of reading the lives of all
Madame Chulda the
ed the general delivery window, too, humankind
Mystic Queen Palmist Clairvoyant
would been closed.
Patrons of the postofflce are re and Spirit Medium. Your Past,
Present and Future revealed withquested not to forget that the Sunday
out
asking one question.
closing goes Into effect next Sunday.
The carrier's windows will be closed
All Readings Sacredly
and mailt will be distributed through
Confidential
the general delivery window only.
Box mall will be handled as usual.
El Dorado Hotel, 514 Grand Ave.
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cial design, making the package abso
and insuring freshness
lutely
of the product indefinitely.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

air-tig- ht

Warning to Railroad Men
Lookout for severe and even dan
gerous kidney and bladder trouble re
sulting from years of railroading.
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third St, Fort
Wayne, Ind., was many years a conductor on the Nickel Plate. . He says:
'Twenty years of railroading left my
kidneys In terrible condition. "There
was a continual pain across my back
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
and hips and .my kidneys gave me
Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine much distress, and the action of my
bladder was frequent and most pain
falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
ful. I got a supply of Foley Kidney
if
refund
it
Druggists
money
Pills and the first bottle made a won
ture is on each box. 25a
derful Improvement and four bottles
cured me completely. Since being
I have recommended Foley Kidirry a,, dram of Old 'Taylor bourbon cured Pills
to many of my railroad
at the Opera bar. Served from bar- ney
friends." O. G. Sohaefer and Red
rels' oh: the bar.
Cross Drug Co.

Because of the fact that Several of
tho cities interested were unable :o
send representatives the meeting for
the formation of the Southwestern
league, which was to have been held
Sunday in Raton, was postponed until the latter part of this week. This
will give Las Vegas a chance to give
the league a definite answer as to
whether or not it will become a member of the organization. The fans
will decide the question for themselves at the big open meeting to le
held tomorrow evening in the armory.
Should Las Vegas not feel sufficiently chesty to enter a league composed of teams all the players of
which are paid, it has been suggested
that It would be a good plan to organize a league composed of Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Socorro
and other cities. Good baseball is always played by those cities although
the paid players In their lineups are
not numerous. Las Vegas would be
right In their class as was demonstrated last year, and would have a
good show of winning the pennant.
The fan9 are urged to be present at
'ne meeting tomorrow evening and
express their views.

A

DETROIT
MEN DRIVING
FROM NEW YORK TO 8AN
FRANCISCO

TWO

San Miguel National Bank

"MONEY BACK.

Although common in other lines, tnosl
manufacturers of cooking fats dare not
sell their products
satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded."
Their
d
goods are usually put up in
pails or tins, which cannot and do
not keep out the air, dust and odors,
and the goods soon spoil.
The N. K. Fairbank Company guarantee Cottotene no matter how long it
is kept on the grocer's shelves. They
are able to do this because Cottolene
is packed in pails with covers of spe

8CHEDULED AT RATON
SUNDAY, TO BE HELD
LAST OF WEEK

Calculations
Misplaced
Have
1

NK

ttl,

kept many a man poor. He thinks he will
save his money, but when he comes to count it he
is amazed to find so little. Money always burns a
hole in- this pocket. Don't give it a chance in your
case. Open an account with

a

The Las Vegas Savings Bank

aigna-Tablet-

.

.

.,

,
,

Then instead of vanishing, it will grow much faster
than you have an idea of. Interest 'works days,
.. .
nights and holidays. ;. ,
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George Cavan Browne, the expert
on International law, was discussing
in Providence the Ruspoll case.
"An American heiress" he said.
"married an Italian, one Rub poll. Ha
took her to Italy, treated ber badly,
then died and left all her money to
bis family. She, In consequence. Is
penni.'ess. For, by Italian law, the
wife's money, all of It, belongs to the
husband.
"But aside from Its legal aspect, con
sider the mean, mercenary spirit of
this thing. Really, these foreign noblemen resemble Peleg Henderson of

I

and
tPoliticp
! Politicians..

THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

I

THE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

HANDLED

Maine and Kansas are the two old
est prohibition states in the union.

California has adopted the initiaSOCIETY AND BUSINESS
tive, refrendum and recall for ail
municipalities.
1
Mrs. Leona Brown, a Seattle suf- CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M F. O. . Meets first and third Tuesday
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time
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Optic' Number, Main 2.
Consistent.
It is said that Senator Bourne of Masonic Tmple at 7:30 p. m. CD Bally, Treasurer.
"Senator." said the reporter, "may I
thou8. C; Charles Tamme, . E. ROSENWALD LODGE
Oregon, head of the Progressive Re- Eersner,
ATE8 F8R CLASSIFIED AOVER ask how you made your first
NO. 645,
Kecorder.
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sir."
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Its object is to promote sound municiFOR SALE Van Brant drill, 10 single
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerabl
disk. Good as new. J. A. Deterick,
pal government by the selection of
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. VisBALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
candidates.
Phone Purple 5353.
neighbors are cordially in
iting
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
State branches of the National Provited.
ahd third Wednesdays oi each
FOR SALE limited number of Bet
League have
gressive Republican
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Nebrasin
teen
Rock
choice
Barred
Michigan,
organized
tings
plymouth
DENTISTS.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. to.; W. A.
ka, Minnesota, South Dakota, North
eggs. O. E. Burch, 1030 Fifth St.
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memDakota and Washington, while slmlln.'
F. R. LORD
bers cordially invited.
FOR SALE Two young Jersey cows
leagues are forming in Montana and
DENTIST
some of the other western states.
C20 Washington avenue.
Office Pioneer Bulldta
B. P. O. ELK3 Meets second and
Wlnfleld A. Huppuch, at present
Rooms 8 and 4
fourth Tuesday evening of each
chairman of the New York democraFOR SALE
Office
Phone Main 67
eggs. Blue
month at O. R. C. haU.
Visiting
tic committee, but who probably will
ribbon stock. Inquire Mrs. E. MarResidence Phone 41
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
iesign soon because of his appoint
lw
cotte.
Martin, Exalted Ruier; D. W. ConDR. E. L. HAMMOND
ment as public service commissioner,
don, Secretary.
'
was at one time a paper hanger hi
DENTIST
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Buffalo.
Of late years he has been RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth- Suite
Hs
4, Crockett
Building.
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money
erhood ball the sleep of the fourth
in partnership with Governor Dix In
phones at office and residence.
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag
the business of manufacturing wall
Thursday of each month, eighth
gie E. Steven Humboldt, Kan., R 2.
ATTOltNEYS
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting broth
paper and wood pulp.
ers always welcome to the wigwam. ueo. H Hunker
Atlee Pomerene, the new United
Chester a, Huak.
W. O. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
States senator from Ohio, Is 45 years
HUNKER A HUNKER
man of Puritan habits, ub- chief of records and collector of
Attorneys at Law
The applicant for Position I am old and a
FOR RENT Nice suite of furnished
New Mexlc
La. Vegas,
liquors
tobacco,
intoxicating
wampum.
horlng
a
also
sir.
college
graduate,
electric
rooms.
Bath,
housekeeping
and profanity. He is a successful law
How
The
Merchant
since
,you
long
lights etc. Excellent location. 918
The Applicant About five years.
yer and is said by his associates' of
NOTICE
Eighth street.
The Merchant That won't be such the Ohio bar to be an exceedingly above named sum was adjudged to be
a handicap. I reckon you've forgotten skilled debater and also an orator of a lien upon all and singular the land
Deparment of Territorial Engineer
and real estate hereinafter described, Number of
FOR RENT Two room furnished nearly all you learned by this time.
Application 521. Santa
eloquence.
house. 921 Lincoln Avenue.
and the same was ordered sold in
of
tho
no
incumbent
speakerNew Mexico, March 1, 1911.
Though
Fe,
with law and the practice
Making the Best of It.
ship has ever been nominated for conformity
Notice Is hereby given that on the
of
above
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat. Today I passed the frosty pawnshop door
named court to satisfy
the
convenpresident since the national
saw
dear
And
29th
within.
you,
my
overcoat,
day of December, 1910, in accord
and
the eaid lien,
Ml Ninth street
the undersigned
tion system was Introduced, seven-.O eoat, I may not wear you any more;
But now I must 'walk fast and try to former speakers have received nomi- having been duly named and appoint- - ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
of 1907 Red River Valley Co., of Bell
(Tin.
nations for the office of chief execu- Speclal Master to make eaid sale
Ranch, County of San Miguel, Terri
tive of the nation. Among them were above described,
of New Mexico, made an applicaHis Good Advice.
tory
notice
is
Now,
hereby
therefore,
James K. Polk in
LOST Rosary, engraved Rosa
"I am going to hitch my wagon to Henry Clay in 1844,
tion
to the Territorial Engineer of
Return to B. Rosenwald a star," announced the young drama the same year, John Bell In 1863 and given that on the 24th day of June, New Mexico for a
permit v to approD.
A.
a.
ten
at
o'clock
at
m.,
1911,
James G. Blaine In 1884. But no as
ft Son and receive reward.
tist
from
waters of the
Public
the
priate
"Then," advised the experienced pirant for the presidency h is made the east front door of the court house
Mexico.
New
of
Territory
the of the County of San Miguel, in the
while
manager, "If there's going to be any such headway
filling
Such appropriation is to be made
LOCAL TIME CARD
bitching to a star, you had better speaker's office. Speaker's Samuel
town of Las Vegas, said county, and
from
Canadian river, La Cinta and
make it a whizz wagon."
John G. Carlisle and Thomas Territory oT New Mexico, the undercreeks at a point Sec. 8 T. 17
Perra
will
and
sell
subB. Reed all failed to develop
signed will offer for sale,
WEST BOUND
N, R. 24 E. Diversion and storage
A Discovery.
to
auction
as
can
the
at
stantial
highest
public
presidential
strength
Arrive
"In the light of modern invention,
distinction as bidder for cash, all and singular the and 1500 cu. ft. per sec and or 182,000
Na 1
1:50 P. M I know now what the mermaids sat didates, although their
acres feet Is to be conveyed to Ts. 17,
leaders was unquestioned.
following described real estate,
No, S
6:15 A M on a rock combing out their long gold party
16 N. R. 25 E,; Ts. 17, 16, 15, 14 N. R.
, Twenty-eigh- t
numbered
(28),
Lots
Na 7
5:15 P. M en tresses for."
26 E; Ts. 17, 16, 14 N. R. 27 E; Ts.
e
of
Twenty-nin(29), and Thirty (30),
"What were they waiting for?"
No. 9
6:S5 P. M
SPECIAL MASTER'S SALE
16, 15, 14 N. R. 28 E., by means of
Las
to
Addition
Pablo
Baca
"A"
block
"For a Marcel wave to come Territory of New Mexico,
Depart
canals and reservoirs
and
ditches,
Vegas, now the Incorporated city of
No. 1
2:10 P. M. along."
County of San Miguel.
used
for
of
101,978
there
irrigation
New
Las Vegas, San Miguel County,
No. 3
6:20 A M.
In the District Court.
acres and for domestic purposes.
Mexico, according to the plat of the
If Anybody Should Ask.
No. 7 ,.
6:40 P. M
Wm.
Ludwig
Ilfeld,
The Territorial Engineer will take
Cunsaid addition made by W. H. H.
Snooklns You seem to be on pret7:00 P. M
Na 9
Plaintiff,
this
application up for consideration
old
terms
with
said
I
to
the
principal
Grunendykes,
satisfy
ty good
ningham
vs.
notice. What do you find about that
thereon at on the 30th day of May, 1911, and all
Interest
with
sum,
together
EAST, BOUND
old curmudgeon that's worth cultiva Francisoo A. Manzanares
the rate of ten per cent per annum persons who may oppose the granting
and Ofella B. ManzaArrive
ting?
from the said 10th day of March A. of the above application must file
Jordle His youngest daughter.
nares,
,'
af9:10 P. M
Na 2
D. 1911, to the said 24th day of June, their objections substantiated with
No. 6963.
Defendants.
11:10 P. M.
No. 4
,
A. D. 1911, the date of said sale, to- fidavits with the Territorial Engineer
Whereas, on the 10th day of March,
and a copy with applicant on or beReally 8trange.
1:15 A. M
0
Na 8
and
with Thirty-si"You should not stop on the street A. D. 1911, in that certain caused gether
No 10
1:45 P. M.
said
Dollars costs of
action, fore that date. No personal appearto talk to a strange man."
numbered 6968 on the docket of the ($36.87)
tax- ance necessary unless advised by Terand
Depart
all
costs
of.
thla
and
sale,
the
"That's the man I told you of who District Court of the County of San
No-- 2
9:15 P. M. wants to marry me."
es duly levied and assessed against ritorial Engineer.
Miguel, Territory of New Mexico, in
No. 4
.11:20 P. M.
Is
CHARLES D. MILLER,
a
man!"
he
strange
"Well,
said property.
which Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld was plain1:25 A. M
No. 8
W. E. GORTNER.
Territorial Engineer.
,
tiff and Francisco A. Manzanares and
2:10 P. M.
Na 10
Master.
Good Soheme.
Special
Ofella B. Manzanares were the de"Out at my uncle's the people go to
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
fendants, Judgment was duly rendered
bed with the chickens."
Notice Is hereby give i to all tax
"Well, at the price chickens sell at in favor of the said plaintiff and against A Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia
now they are certainly worth watch the said defendants for the sum of
Is too often the fatal sequence. Fol- payers In Precinct Number 29 of the
Four Thousand Seven Hundred Forty-- ey's Honey and Tar expel the cold, County of San Miguel, that I will be
ing".
four
and
($4744.57) Dollars, checks the la grippe, and prevents In my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, bethereon at the penumonia. It Is a prompt and reli- tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
with
interest
a
Mistake.
together
Evidently
ENGRAVERS-PRINTER- ?
able cough medicine that contains no
has
blood
Indian
wife
his
rate of Ten (10) per cent from the narcotics.
"They say
It Is as safe for your chil- until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
'
10th day of March, A D. 1911, to the dren as yourself. O. G. Schaefer and receive returns of all taxable properin her veins."
"That must be a mistake. Indians date of the sale hereinafter provided Red Cross Dru? Co.
ty. Those failing to do so within the
are supposed to be stoical and silent" for, together with all taxes duly levied
specified t'me will be assessed by me
and assessed against the property,
according to Section 4035 of the com, A Mother's Safeguard
A Proof.
and the costs of this action, and
Foley's Honey and Tar for the chil- piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
"Our minister has such a flow of
above named cause dren. Is best and safest for all 25 per cent will be Imposed on those
the
Whereas,
eloauence."
whoonlng-cougcer- coughs, colds, croup,
"Yes: his hearers drink in his was one for the foreclosure of a
O. G. who fall to make returns,
No opiates.
and bronchitis.
and
said
decree
tbe
tain
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
by
mortgage,
words."
Co.
l.ji
Red
Cross Drug
apr 30
Schaefer and
;
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Male and Female
Help Wanted
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Lieb-schnie-

is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

n

n

CORRECT

T

IS All ART

.

-

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

For Rent

Lost

Whit-tenmle-

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge a,nd assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
i whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.

to-wi- t:

THE

,

OPTIC PUB

SHING CO.

x

u

I

Telephone Main 2

WILMAMvJON

HAFFNDRCD

JpHf"
DENVER COLO

r

57-1-

Continuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
ISidentifies
it

with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
Q If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

N
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RUSH RAZEE

GIVE EXHIBITION
TOMORROW
WORLD'S CHAMPION FANCY SHOT
TO ENTERTAIN LOCAL SPORTS-- v
MEN AT GUN CLUB GROUNDS
iRuah Razee, known from coast to

coast because

of

lila remarkable

hooting ability,

will tomorrow
Club grounds,
southeast of the Santa Fe yards, beginning at 2:30 o'clock, give local
sportsmen the opportunity of seeing
him la action. Previous to that, or
tomorrow morning, in rooms tf aud 7

at the

Gun

accuracy and dependability of this
perfect shooting combination thai he
gives credit for his apparently impossible achievements.
Some of the feats that Mr Tlaxee
will perform, are as follows:
Using two .44 calibre revolvers,
Mr. Razee will hit two targets placed
about 20 feet apart and 25 feet away.
First, he will shoot holding both the
revolvers right side up; then one upside down; then both upside down,
then he will sight one with a mirror,
and finally both with, a single mirror.
Holding a .22 pistol in four or Ave
different
positions, Mr. Razee will
make single mirror shots. Double and
triple mirror shots will follow. The
shots win be fired at both station
ary and moving targets.
Using a .22 pistol Mr. Razee will
hit small objects as well as Dlue
Rock targets tossed in the air. Usln
a .44 revolver, he will hit rfmall flying targets, brass discs, washers, etc ,

Nethersole

A4iss Olga

now happy and physically well, with healthy children,
will toll how Lydia E. l'iiiklmm's Vegt'tablo tbraiiouiid nuwle all thus
poHHiblo. Hero uro thoir mimes and correct addresses. Write them
and learn for yourself. Hiey are only a few out of thousands.
tituMj cliiltllt'MH,

'

r&l

'

"Mi tml'7
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4.

bmm

Ukm thro

u

prlw

the

mxt irttlit." Mr. A. P. Amler-ihnlt)ilt
Kill llllilnl Aie., In1liuipolli, Ind.
'l ftin lb miithr of a twelre pound boy

I'.-

...

'

f.'.,i;i

I" Ironi nl bmlthv." .Mr. Mary
Biwl !
Aitiuudiuxi, K.F.II. No.l, Hoi). Cadott, Wla.
"Mr kny ia itnins and liMlthy and I am
ll.'tMr, H. M. Hohurn. VMS Woodbrldii
Strwt. 81. Paul, Minn.
a ara a nappy
Hlmx my baby came
family." Mrs. ben). H. SUnabary, K. No. ,
Uox 18, ITpiHir SaiKtiiiky, Ohio.
"Mr health haa been reatorad and I now
hTe a big baby boy." Mra. Anna Anderaon,
Box 19, lilac k lliick, Minn.
"Am now a well woman and have the dear
rnt baby boy." Mra. Frank ilarpham, K. K.
No. 1, ltolitoln, Nnbraaka.
"I have a big, fat, hoaltby boy." Mra. A.
A. Balenger, K. F. D. No. 1, Baltimore, Ohio.
"1 bare one of the llneat bahy airla ym ever J
aaw." Mra. O. E. Goodwin, 13 S. ink Street, 1
Wilmington, n. v.
We are at laat bleated with a sweet little
baby girl." Mra. 0. A. Laperouae, Montegut,
La.
"I have a lovely baby boy and you can tell
very one that be la a Plnkham' baby." Mra.
Louie Fiacher, Si Muuroe St.,Carlaladt, N. J.
'I have three children and took your Compound each time." Mrs. John Howard, Wtt- -

,

,.S

'

n,

!

MriRMScKoMTjl

"My bufband la the happleat man alive
Mra. i;iara uaroraae, n atanemoni
St., Buffalo, N. Y.
bav
a fine etrong baby daughter now."
"I
Mra. A. A. tttlee, Dewittville, N.Y., Route 44.
"Our flrxt baby la atrong and bealtby and
we attribute thla reault to the timely uaa
lira. Fred Yohann,
of your Compound."
Aurora, Oregon.
"I owe my life and my baby'a good health
to your Compound." tin. W. O. Spenoer, H
I K.
., No. 2, Troy, Alabama
"Now 1 have a nine baby girl, the toy of onr
home." Mra. Doaylva CM, 117 Southgata
St., Worceater Maaa.
"Am the mother of a twelve pound baby
boy who ia the pinture of health." Mra.
Flora Ahr, 1974 State Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
"We have one of the It i nut baby boya."
Aira. A. t;. liavauit, Anno, mo.
owe the health of myaelf and three
children to Lydla K. Plukhani'a Vxetable
(
onipounil." Mra. Aiireu Im uaie, mix
'

fv.---

aft
i

MnAiw Andry

at the Castaneda,

Mr. Razee and W. Blue Rock flying targets using reC. King, will have an exhibition of volver double action two Blue Rock

Remington guns and U. M. C- - ammunition. Las Vegas sportsmen are
invited to call and see the display.
Some of the feats performed by
Mr. Razee are nothing short of marvelous and stamp him unquestionably as the peer of ail fancy shooters.
In all his exhibitions Mr. Razee uses
Remington guns and U. M. C. ammunition, and it is to the absolute

Of the Rockford Morning

'

flying targets at the same time, and
one Blue Rock flying target, remov
lng revolver from holster after throwing target in air.
Shooting a .44 revolver and sighting with mirror, Mr. Razee will split
cards held edgewise.
Using the Remington .22 repeater
Mr. Razee will hit small flying tar
gets such as nuts, washers, discs,
marbles, etc. He will also make double shots, and split cards held in var
ious positions. Holding the rifle by
the muzzle, he will toss a two-Inctarget In the air and the rifle at the
same time turning It so that ho
catches it by the grip and lilts the
target. Holding the ririe upside down
Ibi'ucI
he will also hit a 2
thrown in the air.
Every known feat performed with
a .25 and .35 calibre rifle, Mr. Razee
Is capable ot performing, including
shooting holes through hatchets and
exploding cans ot water.
He will eject shell from gun, let
it reload and hit ejected shell In air.
He will hit single and double Blue
Rock targets in the air shooting gu i
upside down.
He will then throw simultaneously
three Blue Rock targets In the al:1,
hit one holding the gun upside down,
then turn the gun over and hit the
other two before they reach the
ground.
Another of his amazing feats will
consist In hitting a Blue Rock target
while shooting from his left shoulder,
then changing gun to other shoulder
and hitting a second target thrown
in the air at the same time as thn

X

"About seven years ago I ceased
drinking coffee to give your Postum a

trial.

'I had suffered acutely from various
forms of indigestion and my stomach
had become so disordered as to repel
almost every sort of substantial food.
My general health was bad. At close
Intervals I would suffer Bevere attacks
which confined me in bed for a week
or more. Soon after changing from
coffee to Postum the indigestion abat
ed, and in a short time ceased entirely. I have continued the dairy use of
your excellent Food Drink and assure
you most cordially that I am Indebted
to you for the relief It has brought
me.
"Wishing you a continued success.

McDononifh.

Mrv Gqodwlrft
Door

cfrTa i

i

N. V.

Mt

Mrs. John

...

Howard

For further information, address Mrs. Pintham, Lynn, Mass.
advice is free, always helpful and Btrictly confidential.
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f
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"1 have an eleven pound boy." Mra. Maggie Kater, K. F. II. No. 1, Wesloyvllle, Pa.
"Your oiedtofiie haa brought happineaa to
our home." Mra. Joe Graiithain, &!& W.
Vandeveer St., Taylorville, 111.
"Now my home la made happy by a big
baby boy.'' Mra. Mary Sedlock, Box 1273,
Kegaunee, micuigan.

RAZEE

RUSH

EDITOR BROWNE

j

iMrjrA6lri0r

.M

VICINITY bas a climate of unsurpassed keeitiiful- nes wltbout eitreiues of beat or sold, tiavlec aeerly t0
duys of sunshine in the year,
Tbe water supply Is abundsnt and pure, furotebsyj hr
streams ur from wells of no great deptU,
Tbe annual ralnfull amounts to nearly nineteen lo'lii,
tMKiiiriliis prlnolpally In July and august.
The mil Is highly fertile and easy of working, being geneial-leanily lnain espeolally retentive of moisture.
I,anrla here are lower In prlee tban we know of anywhere else
where niindtllnns are eijiially good,
drops are prlmilpall alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, eora aad
forage, flngar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," praelleed anient (finally, fi proving to be
eeiaful here, a large area being under aultlvatton.
An Irrigation system to eover many thousand aeres surrounding the ntty Is now being nonstrnnted.
Mining developments la the adlsnent mounUlns are showing up very promising value, flulldlng stone rrf superior quality I
inarrled nearby.
The I'eiwrs National Forest, which la near, affords eieellent
graslng for large numbers of etttle and horses at a nominal eoet
rlliick raising Is a profitable business,
In this
A great n Blurs I pleasure ground shoundi
National
Forest, with Its grand snenerjr, Its trout streams and big game,
rieaullfiil mountain resorts within easy aeeess t
elty art
open all the year for health or fil ensure seekers.
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THE GREAT EMOTIONAL

ACTRE88 WHO APPEARS HERE TONIGHT
EVELYN

Olga Nelhersolu comes hero tnulglit
the latest pluy ot the
greni

not odd

"THI RSDIMPTION ,Of

VAUDRAY."

that very shortly Philip and

find themselves thoroughly in
est playwright, Henri Bcrnstelu. Tho rapport, tind a little inter, in love. O.i
LazaiTo's
part this attachment
man who wrote "The Thlof," has
reaches open declaration, which livewritten another Important work I'l ly Invariably dlscoiiiaRes,
polntlne. out
"Im iiariall," nud another famous that so long as she remain the wiro
or Vaudray, she will hold his honor
figure In the stage world, Louis N,
acred. Philip repeatedly urues her
Walk"
Parker, author of "Pomander
to leave the uiuiptMHclallve IiiihIihiiiI,
has made the adaptation into
afler which their own tnairlaga will
and attached the title, "The Re- follow, but the wire refuses
In IhIih

lu

IN

ICvelyn

iCnti-llsi-

111

in, oud

dually

lOvflyit

auiioiiunes

her determination to go to l.anane,
rather than tti accompany her husband to h home so ilieeileBB as she
plrliiiea Lyons. Vaudray, brnneii lu
spirit, hill unwilling to tonllniie II 'e
lu the bhiiib city as l.naarre, bids her
fin, ami llivel.vit dues go,
A year Inter, In the apartments nt
Lnnnire, Itivelyu Is shown, but wlili-nu- t
the liiipplueHa sli has though!
would be hers when she gave herself to I be poet, There has been un
mimiiIii4
ami Philip carelessly telld
tier Ibis Is huposHlble, under the !nwi
(if li'iHiiie wlili h forbid the union of
,
a illvoieed woman wllh (be
lespou-ilenll,HHl'ie Is BiH'i'euafiil In hla
wink and widely eonrleil
lie Iiud
grown weary of the love of Evelyn
and has eslabllalied another favorite.
He fliirta himself In a peculiar sltita
Hon as lesardR lOrelyn. An she e
plains In a caller "He went last
night to two houses, One was resiieet
Able, po is could not take ine there
The oilier was not respectable, so ha
iiinld not take me Ihere either."
!Aarre Inti odm es ai'ipiNlnlances nf
a sort Evelyn finds It Impossible for
her fo meet, and In a tnrrny acene,
be leave Larsrre, wllh the Idea of
beginning life anew, afler she has
once teen the little son, whose side
he fans) left, fn A remarkably fffro(i3
third act, the authors have worked
out a solution of the troublesome
problem,
'

this step,
demption of Evelyn Vaudray."
,
'I'liere roinea h time, however, when
Evelyn Vaudray Is u
I em
beautiful youug womun, of pontic I in Vaudray, who Ihoroimlily iiiHleislMUil
Yours very truly,
the objnit of Niaim's visits In liU
"
aglnlngB and a peucliaut for IoohIiik
J. Stanley Browne,
home, thnngli itonvlnied Unit llto lovu
(
the commonplace things
above
Managing Editor.
ot i'lilllp Is not ieilproi'nld, iiiikhI
life. Her husband, on llio
everyday
health
man's
a
Of course, when
the poet to ceasn his culls, (,iihiih,
and
(outiary, knows little of poetry,
while denyliig I h chat tin, noi epli It 1m
shows he can stand coffee without
success
most
has
been
He
cares
less.
siiil Vaiolray
liM
dlsiiilsHal,
trouble, let him drink it, but most
fill In business, and this Is (jtiltu
simply
wife with what he linn done, IUvtlyii
highly organized
Afof
in his way
thinking.
Is Indlgnniil, over the banishing of
completely around, after enough own
cannot.
ter his
fashion, be loves Evelyn,
Mr.
in
the
two
berair,
coffee
targets
her fiinnil, and for the (linl limn
throwing
The drugs natural to the
li
regards her with something
and break boTh. but
to her hUHband lbs levnlsbiii
of
ry affect the stomach and other or- Razee will shoot at
because
of
pity
commiserating
ner- H will also hit five Blue Rock tarwhich
with
the
to
she regaids him,
complex
thence
and
gans
us her childish
In the air at the same what he looks upon
at the awakening,
pained
Vsudrny,'
vous system, throwing it out of bal- gets thrown
weaknesses.
vadm
In
time,
ldei
that
disorders
shall
go to I he home
they
and
ance
producing
Never In sympathy with the hard
of their parent lu lyms, thus re
rious parts of the body. Keep up this
practicalities of her husband, Evelyn
from th dangerous
WHO SHALL BE LOSER?
dally poisoning and serious disease
from the time of the marriage has moving Evelyn
of
Influence
To this Evelyn
man
lAzarre,
when:
So
Js
8 been arranged, has had to rely upon
generally supervenes.
pQWft
ltutkuf, MJ. tfWTS
- answers with a storm of protest deS&Vm&I
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for
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n even worse
It ii easy t0 find out
cottee be name to a letter of recommendation. an object In life on which she ma other relatives, wotra
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than
of the troubles, for if left The crook traced the signature onto lavish her affectio and In whos
Rosa to contend glnt, Vaudrsr Is
10 days and Postum be used in its a check with a drawing penclL Then society she may M herself. But her A
contheplace and the sick and diseased
the impression was Inked . and the ber husband Intervenes. He has
ditions begin to disappear, the proof likeness was an exact reproduction ories of hi own regarding the rearing
for the mother Ia the aom te be
He thinks the Influence
Is unanswerable.
trong sod wall, able te devots
t
of, the signature. The patron ad- of children.
all
time and strength te tk rearing of
Postum is not good if made by mits that It Is his signature, but con of the dreaming mother not at
ehlidrm, Is ne ef life' grsatest
ehort boiling. It must be boiled full tends that he did wjt lgn the ctie. what Is needed for a boy, and In this
substantiated by bis
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food
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&7 to fulfill
long before the care of little
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splendid COfilfjatiy ot English and
American players In

The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray
By
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BRrWSTFJN sothor of '"UK HUFF"

M

Adapted for the American Stage by U)VIH 11. PARKER
aothor of "POMANDER WALK" and staged
by BEN GREET
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PRUNES

Phone Main

0

193

or Main

ntiWa

111

the bar at Long's
Parisian

1

1

Wagon
had a funny experience Sunday nigh'.
The hunters left the game in charge
of Huston, who was to come in yesDuring the night
terday by rail.
somebody attempted to steal some of
the ducks and succeeded in getting
away with several prize birds. Huston shot in the direction of the fleeing robbers. The next day he was
arrested for shooting. When the matter was explained to the officers Huston was released.

357.

and

carriage

Automobile,

uainting by a practical painter,

sign
429

Grand avenue- -

The expert cleaner and presser from
Denver has arrived and ia now In
charge at the Parisian Cleaner?. '

US- -

The White Kitchen has for sale a
gasoline lighting plant In good condition. Seven lamps and tank. Cheap.

Mrs, and Mrs. Juvencio Lucero are

FREE!
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131

ESTABLISHED 1870

The

Jational Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

the parents of a baby born born Sun
day morning at their home on the
West side.

oooooooooooo

The Kareful Klothing Kieaning Ko.
All

Repair Work a Specialty

,

614 Lincoln Avenue

By HARRIS REAL ESTATE CO.

on small lot; 7th
street, close in, only $750
t

If You Want the Best
Graaf

Co. Store

NOTHING BETTER TO BE JtAD
HAVE THE BEST OF

WE ALWAYS

TERYTHING EATABLE

nil,

'

? v-

only.....

ft

,

fit

n

Soups eliro
Thev are the

inate this trouble.
best you can buy. They are
economical.
They save fuel.
They are convenient because
they are easy to prepare. ' In
fact they are a French Chef in
every kitchen Once tried always used.

STEAMS.
r

PURB TfttrJGS TO EAT.

patent-

REGALORM

two-pa- rt

Lasts, on which Regal Shoes are
made, are removed from the finished Regal Shoes In sections.
This permits the instep or "waist"
of the shoes to be made small and
snug.

;r4ln'1380

..

$400

In addition toj
Quarter-size- s
the usual half and full sizes, Re-ga-ls
and
come in
sizes in between.
This double number of fittings
insures an exact fit for every foot.
three-quart-

er

Custom Stles Regal Ox
fords reproduce tt.j latest, correct
custom styles, noi (ound in other ready-to-we;
season.

shoes until the following

ar

;

And yet our Regals cost you no more than ordinary shoes!

GREEN BERBER'S

See the Display of Oxford's in Our Show Window

This Woman Had
Decided to End

and Bath,' 2
lots, north 11th st. $1,800

$2,200

We'll Wash
Your Clothes
Much Cleaner
The principal reason why you
should send your washing to
us, instead of to a washerwoman or doing It yourself at
home, 13 that we'll wash your
clothes' much cleaner.
'

We wash your clothes in eight
complete changes of water.
These watera range In temperature from cold to boiling hot.
We use plenty of good, pure
soap, and we get the clothes
white, sweet and clean.

It

All

When she espied the Hoosier
sign in our store windows. She
purchased a Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet Her house work is
no longer an arduous task to
her, and she is now Queen of
Joy Gentle reader a dollar a
week will put a Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet in your home.

facing Lincoln

Park

J.

C.

JOHNS EN
'Complete Furnishers

v,f

SON

&

the Home"

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distill ed Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJri 227.

Our service includes Rouga
and Washing and
Prices on
Ironing complete.
each service are reasonable.
Dry Wash

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

Retail Prices:

2,000 lb., or more, each delivery, 20o
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 Iba., each delivery,
50 lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery
Lea
than 50 lbs., each delivery,

per

100

lb.

25c per 110 lbs.
30c per 100 Iba.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

AG UA PURA COMPANY

Postmaster F. O.Blood has an
nounced postlvely that he will close
all postofflce boxes on which the rent
is not paid before Friday evening.
There Is an unusual demand for boxes
this spring, and Mr. Blooa" says he
will rent the closed boxes to the first
persons who apply for them Saturday
morning.

SPECIAL SALE

Harvesters, Storerg and Distributors of Natural Ice, the flurtty aad
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas; famous. Office T01
":
Douglas Avenue.

THIS WEEK
We Will Sell for
Cash Only

last evening admltted to the territorial hospital for
the insane. She Is a resident of Ra

OIK

ton, Colfax county, and was sent to
the asylum by order of Judge Clarence
J. Roberts.

21b.

Maggie Boyd was

ullli

JarFerndellPre-"IC-

p

serves ($1 size)

lUu

and Retail

5CREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.
.

in

Griffin Extra
Peeled Apricots -- Ub

These Preserves are Worth 65c)

ceSs

LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CONDON
..M.W.
'

Foot of Main St.

Phono Main 21

Oik JarFerndellSpi- Cflp
01U. ced
UUb
-

Pickled
Crabapples
Also Pears, Green Gage
Plums and Figs These goods
Here are
are worth 75c.
splendid values for your
money. "'Goods with a reputation." At

Having sold my place of business
to Miss Minnie Thompson, I take this
means of ndtlfylng the public that
all accounts remaining unpaid April
L will be collected by me.
MRS. J. R. LOWE.

Plants, Bulbs and Roots.

Onion
Perry
're
i&2,

.& Son

Ranch Phone 276.

;

As we will start
in with a new line of goods. This space is lim
ited therefore we can not Jquote prices. Come '
and see us.

Frank Revell,

...

and BUILDER

t

s

336.

T

Opposite Optic.

--

$12.00 Sulla at CG.OO
SI'8.50 Suits at $11 9 5
$20,$22h Suits 013.05
--

Mi TAiGHERTS

Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work
Specialty.
Phone Main

1

It is cheaper for us to sell the present stock

at sacrifice than to move it.

(The Coffee Man.)

f

and address Ior a copyol Dflr Spring
Price List of Flower and Vegetable

GREA T REMOVAL SALE

BOUCHER'S

or Mail us your name

j"4nejai9

The

Custom Instep

$1,000

CONTRACTOR

They Taste Good

They Look Good
They are Good

Regal Oxfords

on lot and
half, north 5th street,

'

FOULT&Y

FISH, ETC., BUY THEM OF THE

& May ward

F

oe

and Bath; 7th
street, on 2 lots,
close in
.$2,500

NOftCt

GROCERIES, BAKERY GOODS, MEATS

Ankle

smoothly and evenly around the
s,
ankle, whereas ordinary
made on high-shlasts, sag and
gape at the ankle.

one-quart-er

-

The preparation of soup is a
cause of much worry to the
housekeeper. It means a great
deal of time in the kitchen over
a red hot stove.
Franco-Amersca-

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

SOME HOUSES
FOR SALE

-

Mrs. W. L. Burton, who has been
111 for several days in the Las Vegas
Following the examples of many
hospital, Is not improving and her other Las Vegas people, the owners
friends are somewhat alarmed about of the Brown and Gregory cottages
her condition.
on North Sixth street have removed
their front fences. The fence in front
Thomas W. Smith, the city cement of the Higglns home on Sixth street
contractor, who has been spending and National avenue wiU be removed
the winter in Phoenix, Ariz., has writ in a few days. The general appear
ten friends that he will return to ances of lawns are greatly
imLas Vegas early in April and will be- proved by the removal of fences.
gin several city sidewalk contracts.
Miss Olga Nethersole and her comThomas Hobson, aged 71 years, and pany arrived this afternoon
from
Mrs. Jane Bybee, both of Roswell, Trinidad, where
they played last
have been admitted to the territorial night. The company will appear In
hospital for the insane. They were "The Redemption of Evelyn Vaud-ray- "
in the Duncan opera house this
brought to Las Vegas Sunday by
Deputy Sheriffs Johnson and Higglns. evening. Miss Nethersole was in fine
spirits upon her arrival here. She is
The board of trustees of the Car enjoying her trip through the
negie library hereby acknowledge the
receipt of the following donations
The street department has a num
Forty- from friends of the library:
Orllla ber of prisoners at work making reMiss
six technical books,
Flint; monthly magazine, Mrs. A. H. pairs. Bad holes that formed in the
street during the winter are bein
Whitmore.
filled up- - At the crossing of Bridge
street and the Hot Springs branch
Antonio Lucero y Jlron, who died
several loads of dirt have been put
a
was
Saturday oh the West side,
the tracks much
resident of Tecolote, where he was a in the street, making
to
easier
for
vehicles
negotiate.
prominent citizen. Mr. Jlron had come
He
on
a
business
Las
to
trip.
Vegas
Miss Minnie Thompson has pur
was stricken with apoplexy and died
was chased the news stand and stationery
Deceased
In a few minutes.
Store of Mrs. J. R. Lowe on Sixth
about 50 years of age.
street. Miss Thompson will conduct
the business, having already taken
charge. Miss Thompson is well known
to many Las Vegas people. She is the
owner of a ranch near Wagon Mound
and has visited here often-

The Soup
Question Solved

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Phone Vegas 450

Thursday evening the Las Vegas
club will hold a special session at
which the report of the committee appointed some time ago for the purpose of making negotiations for a
union of that organization with the
Commercial club will make its report.
The committee held a meeting with
the directors of the Commercial
club last week and the proposition
was discussed in all its phases. Thursday night a committee will make a
report to the club upon the progress
of the work on the Camfleld irrigation
project.

Ladies' work a specialty. All work
promptly attended' to- - Parisian Cleaners, under new management. 'Phone
Main 35.

Goods Called for and Delivered

Wu-Regal
Oxfords
at the heel never chafe
or cut because they are made
on special Oxford lasts.

Heel

fit snugly

ed;

Ralph Huston, who accompanied as
Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and tan
cook and handyman, the party of
cy gowns. 1017 Tllden. Telephone hunters at
Mound last week,

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

'

REGAL OXFORDS

PHONE MAIN 379

If your work is satisfactory, tell
others, if not, tell us. Parisian Clean--

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

First

.

LUDVVIQWn. ILFELD

.

Phone Main

.

Can see a full line of Reach's Base Ball.'goods if
they will call at our store tomorrow. A represen-tatfv- e
will be yitH ui all day tomorrow.

Great removal sale at Taichert's,
the lowest prices ever offered. Come
and see us, time ia limited.

FREE!

n

Features of Our

low-cut-

194

CALL ON

I
e

:

at Nolette's barber

Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock
at Long's Buffet.

BUSY

1

.

I

Base Ball Flayers

; .

Main

AUTO

.

We clean and block hats.
cleaners.

AT

THE STORE THAT'S

:

-

Old Crow eold over
EuffeC

for 25c
for 25c
lor 25c
for 25c
lb. 15c

new, 100 to 120 to lb.,
3 lbs. new, 90 to 100 io lb.,
31 lbs. new, 80 to 90 to lb.,
2 lbs. new, 60 to 70 to lb.,
New, 40 to 50 to lb., per

"

.

shop.

Here are some extra good vahies, which if we bought on
today's market we could not duplicate.

3i lbs.

--

No long waits

Prices are higher today than they have been for years.
This is due to last years light JropJan4 large demands from
abroad.

'

'

II

,.

'

r'
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MmMAN WIL ft CO.
BUFFALO. N. V.

Next to

Wells-Farg-

o

Express.
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